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College moves downtQwn 
by Keith &Jdrey 
Douglas College Council an-
nounced Monday that the perma-
nent New Westminster campus 
will be located in the downtown 
core, as part of a B.C. Develop-
ment Corporation (BCDC) mas-
sive SI50 million scheme to 
rejuvenate the city. 
The new campus will be lo-
cated at Royal Avenue and 
Eighth Street, on the present 
ICBC site. 
The decision erided months of 
speculation about which site the 
college would choose. The col-
lege had also acquired another 
possible site in January 1974, at 
McBride Blvd. and Sixth Ave. 
Council chairman John Suther-
land noted that the decision was 
a difficult one to make and came 
onlyafterlengthystudyingofthe 
two sites. 
"Before we could make this 
decision we had to ensure that 
the downtown site proposed 
would be as feasible as the site 
we already owned, and we had a 
number of studies done to deter-
mine what impact the move 
would have on our educational 
plan," said Sutherland. 
Douglas College principal 
George Wootton indicated that 
it would be three years before the 
first students would move to the 
new site. "Of course, if the 
construction is completed by 
then, we'll be in sooner," he 
said. 
For further details please tum 
to page 12. 
The closed doors of the community services association. 
by Bill 
New Westminster 
community association shut down 
by Brian ]ones 
The New Westminster Com-
munity Association which pro-
vided information on all matters 
of concern to residents of New 
Westminster and the Lower Fra-
ser Valley has had its funding 
cut-off by the United Way and 
will close its doors Tuesday, 
January 31. 
The Community Association at 
26 Lome Street, New Westmin-
ster, formerly known .as the 
Community Service Information 
Bureau, has been operating since 
1964. 
Arpe said that the official 
notice of suspension of funds 
came on December 14, stating 
that the United Way would not be 
T.O.P. to separate 
by Nancy McRitchie 
A committee was struck last 
m(lnth to study the feasibility of 
the student newspaper, The 
Other Press, becoming a sepe-
rately funded society. Represen-
tatives from the student council, 
the student body, the college 
administration and the Other 
Press met to discuss the need for 
newspaper autonomy and diffe-
rent ways this could be guaran-
teed. 
At present, The Other Press 
must take their budget to student 
council at the beginning of each 
semester to have it appoved. Last 
fall they were jeopardized by a 
student who attempted to take 
over the student press by under-
cutting The Other Press' budget 
and offering student council a 
cheaper deal. 
A student press should be free 
to report fairly on all aspects of 
campus life, and if a student 
20vernment calls for criticism 
the press should be able to give it 
without fear of reprisal at budget 
time. For these reasons the Other 
Press wants to become a separate 
society with a ~aranteed per-
centage of the student society 
budget. 
Members of the Other Press 
have been drawing up a constitu-
tion. When it is finished, they 
will apply to Victoria to become a 
legal society. 
Douglas College students will 
be asked to vote on this issue at 
the annual general meeting to be 
held on New Westminster cam-
pus February 22. 
able to fund the agency pass the 
end of December. 
"There was no warning or 
reason why we were closed 
down," said Arpe. 
Ken Brown, United Way's 
associate director of operation 
and fmance said a review com-
mittee, made up of about seven 
people, all having had some 
experience with one of the a-
gencies that they are reviewing, 
take a yearly look at all the 
agencies United Way funds. 
"The review committee de-
cided it was not possible to fund 
them (Services Agency) any fur-
ther ... what was being provided 
was not necessary in our opi-
nion," said Brown. 
Arpe stated, "There is a need 
for it (information service), and 
there will be a definite void." 
The agency's budget was 
SII,700, totally funded by the 
United Way. _ 
Arpe said the only way the 
United Way would continue to 
fund the agency would be in 
conjunction with the city and the 
Human Resources Board. 
Arpe feels there is some hope 
of the city putting up money, but 
the Human Resources people 
have already expressed their 
unwillingness to fund the a-
gency. 
(further details page 12) 
Johnston 
rapped 
for remarks 
by Nancy McRitchie . 
Student Society president 
Dave Johnston came under heavy 
criticism at last week's student 
council meeting for his speech 
concerning the future location of 
Douglas College in New West-
minster. 
Johnston, at a speCial meeting 
of Douglas College Council on 
Jan. 12 , spoke in favor of moving 
to the downtown site, saying he 
considered himself to be well 
enough informed to judge that 
the downtoWB site was preferable 
from the point of view of the 
student's needs. 
Student council representa-
tives from Surrey, Richmond and 
Coquitlam expressed their dis-
approval of Johnston's actions, 
claiming he had not consulted 
with them, and that he did not 
have the mandate to represent 
the student council or student 
body. Johnston said that as 
president, he felt that had the 
authority to do so. 
Bob Machus, acting Richmond 
chairperson, said, "As spear-
head of council, whatever you say 
is going to be picked up as 
representative of the student's 
view. I feel that I have l}een left 
out in the cold." 
Surrey rep Bob Tinkess said 
that the council should have been 
more informed. and told Johnston 
that he should have qualified his 
statements by saying they were 
only his opinion. 
Johnston said he made the 
assumption dmt people were not 
concerned about the issue. "I 
was given no direction on what 
people though about it," he said. 
Coquitlam chairperson 
Tom Styffe disputed that state-
ment, saying he had been in-
volved in the construction ma-
nagement study of the proposal, 
which was printed in the Oct. 31 
issue of The Other Press. Styffe 
said his opinion differed very 
much from Johnston's opinion of 
which site was preferable. 
Johnston's reply was, "I didn't 
agree with your study." 
Student council members con-
sidered issuing a statement to 
the press and to college council to 
the effect that Dave Johnston had 
not been representing the stu-
dent council, and that the student 
council had not come to a 
decision on which site was pre-
ferable. · 
This move was dropped and 
instead the council voted to form 
an ad hoc committee to have 
considerable input into the de-
sign of the new college. 
Informed sources on college 
council told The Other Press that 
Johnston's statements to. the 
council caused all the undecided 
council members to "jump off 
the fence" and vote for moving 
the campus downtown. 
In other student council busi-
ness, the council voted to expand 
the swimming program in New 
Westminster. Students will now 
be able to use the Canada Games 
pool free with the use of their 
student card for all public swim-
ming hours seven days a week. 
An intramurals C()-l)rdinator to 
work on all campuses was pro-
posed by the college adminis-
tration and has been given 
support by student council. It is 
hoped ~t an in~urals pro-
gram will be set up this spring 
and then be maintained by an 
activities co-ordinator when he or 
she is hired. 
Council decided that future 
pub staff will be paid, rather than 
be volunteers. Seven students 
· plus a pub manager will be hired, 
in order to give council reps a 
rest and students some extra 
income. 
It was decided that this y~s 
annual general meeting of the 
Student Society will be held on 
Wednesday Feb. 22 at 2p.m. on 
the New Westminster campus. 
Quorum will be one hundred 
· students. Some of the items on 
the agenda are: 
--approval of the auditor's report 
--some minor constitutional 
changes to clean up discre-
pancies in the constitution. 
-a constitutional change to guar-
antee a percentage of the student 
society budget into the program 
of activities co-ordinator. 
-a constitutional change to guar-
antee a percentage of the student 
society budget to go to the Other 
Press newspaper once they be-
come a !!:gal society. 
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Course guide near _-SFU, 
D.C. anti-calendar only a plan 
by Brian jones 
The course and teacher evalua-
tion being done at Simon Fraser 
University is all but completed 
and ready to be distributed to 
students. 
The evaluation guide is similar 
to the anti-calendar that was 
proposed by Douglas College 
student council president Dave 
Johnston for the spring seme-
ster, but which was never com-
pleted. 
Hank Benoit, Simon Fraser 
fieldworker, said the guide was 
progressing well. "I can't see 
any reason why we can't admini-
ster the final guide by the end of 
the semest~r," he said. 
Benoit said that, "Most of the 
semester was spent drafting a 
questionnaire. There was a lot of 
work." 
The Simon Fraser guide would 
be based on the answers given by 
students to two forms of ques-
tions. One would be for lecture-
tutorial or iecture-lab oriented 
courses, while the other would 
deal with lab and seminar 
courses. 
- Planning for the DC anti-
calendar had not reached anv 
such definitive stage by ~e end 
of last semester when The Other 
Press interviewed J oltnston a-
bout the project. 
Johnston said the reason the 
anti-calendar was not yet ready 
was because he had under-
estimated the amount of time it 
~oul~ take to .::omplete, but said 
he phns to continue work on it 
this semester and hopes it will be 
rea.iy for next semester. 
Johnstor briefly outlined his 
plans for the anti-cale·1dar saying 
he wan~ed to have it cover all the 
courses ·utd rections offered by 
the college and that it would not 
be negatively worded so as to 
facilitate unconstructive criti-
cism. 
Presently, Johnston has 50 
possible questions that could be 
a_sked . of students on the ques-
ttonruure. 
"""' ( d . n.e. s~ ent council) won't 
do 11 if 1t 1s not positive ... it has 
got to help you pick a course " 
Johnston said. ' 
The questions have been 
shown to the Douglas College 
Facultv Association (DCFA) to 
see if ·they approve. The faeulty 
as.sociation said that they agree 
with the idea in principle, but 
that the list of possible questions 
was too broad for them to 
appr?ve the q~esti(_mnair~. 
Johnston pointed out that the 
anti-calendar did not need the 
DCFA's approval to go ahead, 
bu! ~t he was .just seeking an 
'lp~on. 
johnston stated, "We could 
try a dry run questionnaire 
during the spring term here on 
New Westminster campus just to 
see what problems we encoun-
ter." 
The SFU guide will have 
questions that are for the most 
part subjective, says Benoit, 
"Choices will be on a lineo-
graphic scale from one to five. 
We found this to be the most 
consistent method and it lends 
its~lf to computerization." 
Benoit said the questionnaires 
are ready to be handed out and 
they hope to get some feedback, 
"By the middle of the semester 
we will be ready for a test ruq.," 
he said. 
SFU continues to battle 
landmark fee increase 
BURNABY (CUP)-In a prece-
dent setting decision B.C. Su-
preme Court Justice James Mac-
Donald has dismissed a prelimi-
nary objection by Simon Fraser 
University lawyers in the con-
tinuing batde over the raising of 
tuition fees in 1977. 
The Simon Fraser Student 
Society (SFSS) is suing the SFU 
Board of Governors (BOG) in 
B.C. Supreme Court seeking to 
restrain the university from col-
lecting and keeping the higher 
tuition fees. 
The hearing in Supreme Court 
Chambers was put off from Dec:. 
15 to Dec. 22. At the hearing SFU 
lawyers Shrum, Liddle and He-
benton argued that the dispute 
was a matter for the "visitor" of 
the university corporation to de-
cide and that, because of leg,Jl 
precedents and the university 
act, the Supreme Court hE.d no 
jurisdiction. 
Ill tram urals 
matter 
The "visitor" of a corporation, 
in this case a public university 
normally decides a dispute be-
tween the university and, for 
example, a faculty member pm-
testing dismissal. 
The university lawyers main-
tained that the dispute over fees 
should be similar:y handled .lS an 
"internal" matter. The "visitor" 
in the case of SFU is B.C. 
Lieutenant Governor Walter 
Owen. 
Mr. Justice MacDonald re-
jected the argument saying that 
the University Act lays a public 
duty on the BOG. The setting of 
fees by tlte board affects not only 
pre~ent students but those mem-
bers of the public who are 
considering attt;nd,!n~ the uni-
'. 
versity and ·who must therefore 
l!fsess their fmancial ability to do 
s<. .. Justice MacDonald said the 
court may control and enforce th ~ 
statutmy duties of the board. 
This dec.sion affects only the 
prefuninary objection by the uni-
versi:y and not the injunction 
application by the SFSS. 
No date has yet been set for a 
hearing on the injunction, but it 
is ex,1ected sometime in Feb-
ruary. 
Permanent campus 
for Richmond · 
by Rob Hancock 
A permanent, separate cam-
pus in Richmond took another 
step closer to reality Monday 
when Douglas College Council 
met with the Richmond School 
Board and- Richmond Municipal 
Council to discuss the concept of 
an independent campus. 
Focal point of doe meeting was 
tl1e Richmond municipal staff's 
~tudy of the proposed campus, 
which stressed the view that 
comm~ty access to the college 
be given high priority, specifi-
cally, in the fo~ of a theatre. 
Dougla.; College principal 
Geocge Wootton agreed that 
e .nphas~ be placed on com-
munity involvement, aud . that a 
joindy fmanced theatre to serv,e 
the proposed college and Rich-
mond could well be~- possibility. 
The staff .study concurred with 
the rec:ommendations of the 
Brahm Wiesman report, released 
last September by the Ministry of 
Ed~cat on, that the campus be 
located in the Richmond town 
centre and be transit, rather than 
auto oriented. 
Municipal staff cannot, how-
ever, confirm that transit facili-
ties will be available for the 
college, although Hydro transit 
has expressed a co-operative 
attitude. 
Over $125 million dollars in 
funding will be made available by 
the Ministry of Education, should 
all interested parties give the 
project the go-ahead. 
No firm date for the proposed 
campus could be determined at 
this stage, but Chief Admini-
stration Officer W.H. Preston 
and Wootton agreed that three 
and one half years to five years 
would be a fair estimation. 
Concensus was reached a-
mongst the three bodies that 
education plan development and 
detail planning of the proposed 
campus be undertaken in order to 
prepare a more accurate fmancial 
estimation of costs. 
Target date for completion of 
these studies is May ), 1978. 
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Summer job plan reorganized 
VICTORIA (CUP)-Summer em-
ployment prospects for students 
remain uncertain despite a con-
ference of education Md mM-
power ministers here JM. 16-18. 
But ministers promised to 
improve methods of delivering 
job-creation programs Md occu-
pational training, Md Federal 
Employment Md Immigration 
Minister Bud Cullen pledged 
increased consultation with the 
provinces on mMpower issues. 
Cullen also MOounced a re-
vamping of the CMada Works 
Program Md the combination of 
federal job-creation programs 
under one umbrella. 
Cullen told ministers Tuesday 
inter-governmental co-operation 
Md the participation of industry 
is necessary to "resolve our 
problems in a spirit of entre-
preneurship Md federal co-
operation." 
In response to criticism- by 
ministers that the federal govern-
ment had not adequately con-
sulted with the provinces on the 
CMada Works Program, Cullen 
promised a re-orientation of the 
program "to meet critical growth 
needs Md regional priorities." 
Cullen said the newly-formed 
Youth Advisory Group - com-
prised of representatives from 
business, industry, labor, Md 
education - will take steps to 
reduce youth unemployment by 
the "pulling together of various 
federal youth employment pro-
grams under a single umbrella 
with strong coordination.'' 
"I hope our officials eM get 
together to ensure smooth colla-
boration Md a real partnership to 
help our young people," Cullen 
said. 
He failed to mention that the 
previous week the advisory group 
at its frrst meeting, rejected his 
proposals to work out its own 
direction. 
Cullen urged particular co-
operation with the private sector 
to improve occupational training. 
An innovation that could Md 
"should be introduced," Cullen 
said, "Is to arrMge for students 
to get some practical experience 
in the world of work as part of 
their school program.' ' 
In a lengthy address to the 
ministers Cullen emphasized the 
use of the Job Experience 
Training Program OET) as a way 
to employ young school-leavers. 
JET is operated by the boards 
of trade Md Chambers of com-
merce Md provides wage sub-
sidies for youths "for up to 26 
weeks between October Md 
March, with the possibility that 
they may be retained perma-
nently, if all works well." 
But ministers, particularly 
from the Maritimes, were con-
cerned that mMpower training 
programs would be reduced in 
their provinces as a result of 
suggestions by the federal go-
vernment to redistribute train-
ing. 
Ministers also expressed a fear 
that amendments to the Adult 
Education Training Act would 
cost the provinces five per cent 
Mnually m reduced federal pur-
chases of provincial mMpower 
training. 
The ministers again criticized 
cutten for not consulting with the 
provinces, but Cullen said he did 
not "stMd frrm" on the matter. 
"I do not really feel that the 
problem is lack of consultation, 
but perhaps we need ... more 
effective consultation," Cullen 
said. 
Cullen's emphasis on federal 
provincial cooperation convinced 
British Columbia Labor Minister 
AllM Williams to join the federal 
government in a "student-youth 
employment program" which 
combines 16 federal Md provin-
cial placement offices. · 
Ministers' 1 anguage report will satisfy Quebec 
VlCTORIA(CUP)-A provincial 
education ministers report will 
satisfy Quebec's concerns over 
minority language rights outside 
that province, British Columbia 
Education Minister Pat McGeer 
said Monday. 
"Every province in CMada is 
providing satisfactory oppor-
tunities for minority lMguage 
education," McGeer said. 
McGeer made the MDOunce-
ment after a discussion on mino-
rity language education rights at 
a three day conference of educa-
tion Md mMpower ministers 
JM. 16-18. 
The report, which assesses 
minority language education in 
~da, but does not offer 
recommendations, was prepared 
in response to BilllOl, Quebec's 
controversial language law. 
Bill 101 requires immigrant 
children from other provinces to 
be educated in French, but 
stipulates that this restriction 
could be dropped if minority 
lMguage education in the rest of 
CMada is satisfactory. 
The report will not be released 
until the premier~ meet in a first 
ministers conference next month. 
Reaction from the rress Md 
public will be one o "amaze-
ment" with the extent to which 
lMguage rights of minorities are 
protected in CMada, McGeer 
said. 
Quebec Education Minister 
Jacques Morin, chairmM of the 
council of ministers of education, 
said the report will go a long way 
to resolve the minority language 
education problem. 
Morin stated at ~e last confe-
rence of education ministers 
Sept. 27 that the Quebec govern-
ment would consider easing the 
language law for immigrMts 
from provinces where French 
instru~on, where numbers war-
rMt, is guarMteed. 
At that conference, held in 
Edmonton, education ministers 
initially feared that Quebec 
would not be represented be-
cause Quebec had rejected a 
proposal committing all pro-
vinces to provide instruction in 
both official languages. 
Quebec premier Rene 
Levesque was the only premier at 
a conference of first ministers 
last August to reject the propo-
sal. 
. At the Edmonton meeting of 
education ministers Morin en-
couraged his colleagues to assess 
minority language education op-
portunities Md survey measures 
of improvement. The assessment 
led to the report on minority 
lMguage education. 
Morin said the survey ~uld 
confirm the rights Md _privileges 
of the English speaking minority 
in Quebec. 
Ministers rap Cullen 
VICTORIA (CUP)-Federal MM-
power Md Immigration Minister 
Bud Cullen had his knuckles 
rapped Monday for statements 
he made earlier in the day about 
minimum wages Md unemploy-
ment insurMce. 
Provincial ministers respon-
sible for MMpower, gathered 
here to meet with Education 
ministers for a three day confe-
rence, expressed regret Md as-
tonishment over Cullen's re-
marks. 
Cullen was reported to have 
told the Montreal Chamber of 
Commerce that work disincen-
tives should be discouraged by 
tightening minimum wage laws 
Md unemployment insurMce 
benefits. 
But after he arrived in Victoria, 
Cullen said the provincial mini-
sters were too hasty in criticizing 
him Md should have read the 
text of his speech frrst. 
Cullen was reported to have 
urged holding down minimum 
wage laws to avoid hindrance of 
international trade. 
British Columbia Labour Mini-
ster AllM Williams said Cullen 
was naive in his remarks Md 
should never have made them in 
the first place. 
Quebec Labor Md MMpower 
Minister Pierre Marc Johnson 
said he was almost astonished by 
Cullen's statements. 
But Cullen said what he really 
told the. Chamber of Commerce 
was that increases in CMadiM 
minimum wage rates often ex-
ceed AmeriCM rates. 
"We Md the provinces are 
going to have to ask ourselves 
whether this is sensible Md 
sustainable," he said. 
He said if CMada's minimum 
wage rates exceed AmeriCM 
rates they become "counterpro-
ductive." 
Minimum hourly youth wage 
rates in CMada vary from $2.15 
to $2.70. Provincial Md federal 
minimum hourly wage rates vary 
from $2.50 to $3.27. 
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"There are few minorities in 
the world that have their own 
elementary Md secondary school 
system Md three universities," 
he said. 
A touch of irony was added to 
the Victoria conference by the 
presence of a large lettered 
banner above the head table of 
the meeting which read "Wel-
come to British Columbia -
Bienvenue a Ia Colombie Brit-
tanique." 
Freely translated, the greeting 
reads "Welcome at the British 
Columbia." It should have read 
"Bienvenue en Colombie Brit-
tanique." 
University entrance 
exams possible 
by Fergus Coyle 
The provincial government's 
plans to establish a program 
stMdardizing entrMce require-
ments for B.C. universities 
should leave the community col-
leges relatively unaffected, Gerry 
Dellamattia, director ol admis-
sions Md records for Douglas 
College, said last Thursday. 
The program, recently M· 
nounced by Pat McGeer, mini-
ster of education, will be de-
signed to toughen stMdards for 
those seeking admittMce into 
university, although it was not 
revealed just what the plans 
would entail. 
The MDOuncement of the pro-
gram came after McGeer was 
asked about his reaction to the 
results of a Christmas english 
examination which 40 percent of 
the University of B.C.'s first-year 
English students had failed. 
Expressing his disappointment 
at the outcome, McGeer declared 
that non-stMdardized admission 
requirements was one of the 
factors responsible for the stu-
dents' poor showing. _ 
Because stMdardized provin-
cial exams for students ~­
duating from B.C. secondary 
schools are no longer held, he 
explained, M A grade given out 
by one school might be equal 
only to a C at uother, so that 
ultimately students are accepted 
by the universities on the basis 
of M uneven grading system. 
In the case of the community 
colleges, however, which have 
always taken students of varying 
educational backgrounds, Della-
. mattia stated that he could not 
see them being particularly af-
fected !>y the forthcoming pro-
gram. 
As for those transferring from 
community colleges to univer-
sity, he said they too should 
remain unaffected unless, of 
course, the universities chMge 
their transfer requirements. 
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. Julius Schmid 
would like to give you some straight talk 
about condoms, rubbers, sheaths, safes, 
· French letters, storkStoppers. 
All of the above are other names for 
prophylactics. One of the oldest and most 
effective means of birth control known 
and the most popular form used by males. 
Apart from birth control, use ofthe 
prophyladic is the only method 
officially recognized 
and accepted as an aid 
in the prevention 
of transmission of 
venereal disease. 
Skin 
Prophylactics. 
Skin prophylactics 
made from the mem-
branes of lambs were 
introduced in England as early 
as the eighteenth century. Colloquially known 
as "armour"; used by Cassanova, and men-
tioned in classic literature by Richard Boswell 
in his "London Journal" (where we read of his 
misfortune from not using one), they continue to 
be used and increase in popularity 
to this very day. 
Because they 
are made from natural 
membranes, "skins" 
are just about the best 
conduct;ors of body 
· warmth money can 
buy and therefore 
their effect on sensation and feeling is almost 
insignificant 
Rubber Prophylactics 
The development of 
the lat~x rubber 
process in the twentieth 
century made it pos-
sible to produce strong 
rubber prophylactics 
of exquisite thinness, 
with an elastic ring at 
the open end to keep 
the prophylactic 
from slipping off 
the erect penis. Now these 
latex rubber prophylactics 
are available in a variety 
of shapes and 
colours, either plain-ended, or 
tipped with a "teat" or "reservoir 
end" to receive and hold 
ejaculated semen. 
Lubrication 
And thanks to m·odern 
chemistry, several new non-
reactive lubricants have been 
developed so that prophylactics are available 
in either non-lubricated or lubricated forms. 
The lubricated form is generally regarded as 
providing imvroved sensitivity, as is, inci-
dentally, the NuFomf' Sensi-Shape. For your 
added convenience, all prophylactics are 
pre-rolled and ready-to-use. 
Some Helpful Hints 
The effectiveness of a prophylactic, 
whether for birth control or to help prevent 
v.:lnereru disease, is dependent in large 
measure upon the way in 
which it is used and disposed 
of. Here are a few simple 
suggestions that you may 
find helpful. 
Packaging 
First of all, 
there's the matter 
of packaging. 
Skin prophylactics are now pack-
aged premoistened in sealed 
aluminum foil pouches to keep them 
fresh, dependable and ready for 
use. Latex rubber prophylactics are 
usually packaged in sealed 
plasticized paper pouches or 
aluminum foil. . ·r~ 
All of these prophylactics, at 
least those marketed by reputable ~ ~ 
firms, are tested electronically f~ ~ 
and by other methods to make i3 • - V 
sure they are free of defects. t' 1 .J; Prophylactics are handled very j ...,'J;.J'/. ' 
carefully during the packaging 
operation to make sure they are 
not damaged ·in any way. 
Prophylactic Shapes 
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Storage and Handling 
It is equally important that you store and 
handle them carefully after you buy them, 
if you expect best results and dependability. 
For example, don't carry them around in 
your wallet in your back pocket and sit on them 
from time to time. This can damage them 
and make them worthless. Next is the matter 
of opening the package. It's best to tear the 
paper or foil along one edge so that the simple 
act of tearing doesn't cause a pinhole. And 
of course, one should be particularly careful of 
sharp fingernails whenever handling the 
prophylactic. 
'Thking';l'hem Off 
·When sexual relations are 
r;U{.KHJ~ completed, withdraw the penis while 
the erection is still present, hold-
ing the rim of the prophylactic until 
withdrawal is complete, so as to 
stop any escape of semen from the 
prophylactic as well as to stop it 
from slipping off. Remove the pro-
phylactic and, as an added precaution, use 
soap and water to wash the hands, penis and 
surrounding area and also the vaginal area 
to help destroy any traces of sperm or germs. 
And now for a commerciaL 
As you've read this far you're probably 
asking yourself who makes the most popular 
brands of prophylactics in Canada? 
The answer to that is Julius Schmid. And 
we'd like to take this opportunity to introduce 
you to six of the best brands of prophylactics 
that money can buy. They're all made by 
Julius Schmid They're all electronically tested 
to assure dependability and quality. And you 
can only buy them in drug stores. 
RAMS£5 Regular (Non-Lubricated) 
& Sensitol (Lubricated) . A tissue thin rubber 
sheath of amazing strength. Smooth as silk, light as 
gossamer, almost imperceptible in use. Rolled, 
ready-to-use. 
FQU REX "Non-Slip" Skins-distinctly 
different from rubber, these natural membranes from 
the lamb are specially processed to retain their 
fme natural texture, softness and durability. Lubri-
<;ated and rolled for added convenience. 
SH ElK Sensi-Siulpe (Lubricated) 
& Regular (Non-Lubricated). The popular priced, 
high quality reservoir end rubber prophylactic. 
Rolled, ready-to-use. 
NuFoiJn Sensi-Siulpe (Lubricated) 
& Sensi-Siulpe (Non-Lubricated). The "better 
for both" new, scientihcally developed shape that 
provides greater sensitivity and more feeling for 
both partners. Comes in "passionate pinlC' Rolled, 
ready-to-use. 
ERCiTA Gently ribbed and sensi-shaped 
to provide "extra pleasure for both partners~ 
Sensitol Lubricated for added sensitivity. Also in 
"passionate pink~ Rolled, ready-to-use. 
PuttingThem on F·1esta 
The condom, or prophylactic, should be put Reservoir end prophylactics in an 
assortment of colours. Sensitollubricated for 
on before there is any contact between the added sensitivity. Rolled, ready-to-use. 
penis and the vaginal area. This is important, __________ _ 
as it is possible for small amounts of semen I 
to escape from t)le penis even before orgasm. 
erect penis, leaving about a half of an inch pro-
Vk wrote the book on prophylactics. 
If you would like to read it and get some 
free samples of what we've been 
talking about, fill in the coupon below and 
we'll send you everything in "a genuine 
plain brown envelope~ 
Unroll the prophylactic gently onto the ~ 
jecting beyond the tip of the penis to receive 1 
the male fluid (semen). This is more easily 1 Name 
judged with those prophylactics that have a I -------------=.__.:__ 
reservoir end The space left at the end or Address _____________ _ 
the reservoll; should be squeezed while unroll- I 
ing, so that air is not trapped in the closed end I City· ______ Prov. ____ PC __ _ 
As mentioned earlier.; you may wish to I E 
apply a suitable lubricant either to the vaginal 1 
entrance or to the outside surface of the 1 
prophylactic, or both, to make entry easier and 1 32 Bennonqsey Road 
JULIUS SCHMID 
OF CANADA LIMITED 
1 
to lessen any risk of the prophylactic tearing. 1 1bronto, Ontario M4B 1Z6 L----------------~ 
------------------ -----·-··- ···· ·- ·~. 
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Student press revamps 
HALIFAX (CUP)--Responding to 
an unorecedented fmancial cri-
sis, delegates to the 40th annual 
Canadian University Press con-
ference here reoriented the or-
ganization by slashing field-
working services to individual 
member newspapers. 
The 150 delegates attending 
the Dec. 26 to Jan. 3 conference 
agreed to fund five regional news 
bureaux across the country, but 
cut back national office staff in an 
effort to decentralize news ga-
thering and dissemination. 
The rollback in the national 
budget became necessary after a 
two-year expansion program re-
sulted in high membership fees 
which some members said they 
could not afford. Regions within 
the organization now have the 
option of establishing field-
working services out of regional 
funds. 
--decided to withdraw CUP mo-
ney from the Bank of Montreal in · 
protest of that bank's Io~ to the 
white minority regime in South 
Mrica;and 
--elected two of the three national 
executive members for 1978-79, 
but did· not elect a president. 
The cutback of services means 
the organization's national bud-
getfor 1978-79 will be reduced to 
about $130,000 and allow ao-
proximately a 20 per cent reduc-
tton m membership fees. 
A number of papers had 
objected to the high fees - as 
much as $7,500 - and a group of 
Ontario papers refused to pay 
their fees before the conference 
to draw attention to their objec-
tions. 
The Other Press pays $600 
annually in CUP membership 
fees. 
CUP, an association of 6o 
English college and university 
newspapers, meets annually to 
discuss the technical and political 
aspects of ~ewspapers ~d ~e 
services which the orgaruzatton 
provides. 
At present, there are nine paid 
staff in news bureaux and wor-
king as fieldworkers across the 
country and four people in the 
Ottawa national office .• When the 
cutbacks take effect, there will be 
three people in Ottawa and five 
working in CUP's four regions: 
the West, Ontario, Quebec and 
the Adantic. 
Delegates to the CUP 40 conference held in Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
Delegates to the conference, 
which was hosted by the Dal-
housie Gazette at Dalhousie Uni-
versity, the Saint Mary's ]OU1"1Jal 
at Saint Mary's University and 
the Mount Saint Vincent Univer-
sity Picaro, also: . . · 
-established a speaal cotnmJttee 
to investigate the status of wo-
men and coverage of women's 
issues within the organization 
and its member newspapers; 
-recognized La Presse Etudiante 
Nationale (PEN), the association 
of Quebec student newspapers, 
as CUP's counterpart in Quebec; 
-voted to boycott RCMP adver-
tisements and to continue the 
boycott of CBC advertisements 
until the network allows gay 
groups access to public service 
announcements on radio; 
Delegates also decided the 
twice-weekly news service pro-
duced in the Ottawa office should 
be cut to a weekly print service 
with a focus on national over-
views and analysis. 
The committee investigating 
the status of women within CUP 
and its member newspapers will 
study the content of student 
newspapers during the next four 
months and administer a detailed 
questionnaire to be completed by 
all newspaper staffs. 
The questionnaire will ask 
about the ratio of men to women 
on newspaper staffs, the decision 
making role of women on staff, 
attitudes to women and women's 
issues on papers, and how wo-
men feel about their role on staff. 
Mter questionnaires are com-
pleted in the spring, the com-
mittee, consisting of one repre-
sentative from each region and 
two national executive members, 
will recommend to the next 
annual conference possible ac-
tion to deal with sexism in CUP 
papers and the content of papers. 
Recognition of PEN as CUP's 
counterpart in Quebec followed 
several hours of heated discus-
siop and charges from University 
of Waterloo 0Jevron delegates 
that PEN was a "scab" organi-
zation and "not the original 
student press . organization of 
Quebec.'' 
The PEN which the national 
executive and Quebec CUP pa-
pers wanted to recognize was set 
up by student newspapers after 
the Quebec student organization 
purged the old leadership earlier 
thi~ Y~· 
• Papers plan to boycott 
RCMP and CBC advertisments 
HALIFAX (CUP)--Many student 
newspapers in Canada will no 
longer accept advertising from 
the RCMP, following a decision 
by delegates to the 40th annual 
Canadian University Press con-
ference here Dec. 26 to Jan. 3. 
Delegates agreed the RCMP 
had historically been used "to 
suppress and persecute ~ada'.s 
native people, workers, ururu-
grants and people who held pro-
gressive political views," and 
that CUP newspapers should re-
fuse advertisements to protest 
RCMP actions. 
Student newspapers have been 
running ads promoting the image 
of the force and inviting students 
to join as officers. Some dele-
gates explained that financial 
constraints forced them to accept 
the objectionable advertise-
ments, but their papers would 
run articles explaining the nega-
tive work of the RCMP. 
The conference also reafftrmed 
a one-year-old boycott of Cana-
dian Broadcasting Corporation 
advertising. The CBC network 
continues to refuse public service 
announcements to gay groups in 
Where we keep our cash 
The Douglas College Student Society ~anks with the 
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, which makes loans 
direcdy to the South Mrican government. 
Student council president Dave Johnston said, ".W~ hav~ 
no plans to remove our funds from th.e bank at this ~~· 
Douglas College does its banking With the Bank of Bnttsh 
Columbia. ' . 
The Other Press has an editorial policy to refuse military 
and RCMP ads and shall continue to follow it in the future. 
Concerning dte boy<;ott of CB~ adv~sements because 
they refuse to air gay nghts pubhc servt~e ~ounc~ments, 
The Other Press feels the boycott 1s meffecttve and 
hypocritical unless everyone who participates in the boycott 
of CBC ads also refuses to listen to CBC radio, or watch 
CBC TV. For an effective boycott of the p~blicall~ owned 
CBC individuals would have to withhold paymg thetr taxes. 
Canada, and CUP has joined the 
National Gay Rights Coalition in 
fighting the public corporation's 
discriminatory practices. 
The CUP plenary voted to 
withdraw the organization's 
$200,000 account from an Ottawa 
branch of the Bank ol Montreal. 
The bank has been an active 
financial supporter of the white 
minority government in South 
Mrica. 
According to CUP president 
Susan Johnson: "The four major 
Canadian banks are lending large 
sums of money to the South 
Mrican government. This money 
goes into the military or police 
budgets and is responsible for 
the maintenance of severe re-
pression of the majority of the 
population." 
CUP papers have been critical 
of the South Mrica apartheid 
regime for many years, and have 
supported recent initiatives by 
student unions across Canada to 
remove their money from banks 
which are involved in South 
Mrica. 
The CUP account will be 
moved to a credit union or trust 
company as soon as proper 
an:angements can be made for 
commercial loans and salary 
, . P~rments across the country. 
CUP national executive mem-
bers said the old organization's 
.leadership was not supported by 
its members. The executive said 
it was not aware that a second 
PEN, under the purged leader-
ship, was still functioning as a 
real student press organization in 
Quebec would be to ignore 
reality. 
Although some delegates 
pointed out that PEN has a sub-
stantial, growing membership, is 
working with CUP, and CUP's 
Quebec papers plan to join PEN, 
other delegates maintained the 
old PEN continued to exist, and 
its closure by the student associa-
tion should prevent any recogni-
tion. 
Conference delegates did not 
elect a president for 1978-79 
because Quebec fieldworker 
Gene Long, the only candidate 
for the positio~, failed to gain the 
necessary 
votes. 
Nominations for the post will 
reopen and the job will be filled 
by CUP's hiring committee, 
which consists of a representa-
tive from each region and a 
member of the current year's 
natioOal executive. 
Alayne McG~or of th~ Uni-
versity of Manitoba Manitoban 
was elected vice president/fea-
ture writer after two ballots, over 
Chris Gainor of the University of 
B.C. Ubyssey. 
And Vic Salus of the University 
of Calgary Gauntlet was chosen 
national bureau chief after three 
ballots. Other candidates for the 
position were Oaire Tallarico of 
Concordia University's Georgian 
and Ontario fieldworker Bob 
Wakulich. 
NUS to vote 
J 
on Quebec 
TORONTO (CUP)-- Student 
councils at member campuses of 
the National Union of Students 
may be asked to vote on a motion 
in February which says Quebec is 
a nation with the ,right to self-
determination but which adds 
that both Quebec and Canada's 
interests are best served by a 
common government. 
Students will be poll~ on 
Quebec's right to self-determi-
nation and on NUS's relations 
with Quebec students in a mail 
vote to be carried out in early 
February by student councils on 
campuses belonging to NUS. 
A recommendation from the 
Ontario caucus of NUS that some 
sort of common government 
should be maintained between 
the two "nations" and should be 
included in the NUS motion, will 
be forwarded to the NUS central 
committee for consideration. 
· The Ontario NUS caucus a-
greed, however, with the com-
mittee's recommendation that 
NUS recognize the Quebec stu-
dent association, ANEQ, as an 
equal, autonomous national stu-
dent organization. 
Both motions regarding NUS's 
relations with ANEQ and the 
right of self-determination for 
Quebec were defeated at a 
Students Administrative Council 
(SAC) meeting at the University 
of Toronto in early December. 
SAC recommended that NUS 
seek an "associate" status with 
ANEQ, possibly under a joint 
executive committee. The U of T 
student group also urged that 
NUS not support any fragmen-
tation of Canada as a sovereign 
state. 
At the end of January, NUS 
will send out the motions in their 
fmal form to the various cam-
puses .. 
ANEQ information secretary 
Daniel Pauquet told NUS dele-
gates at a Calgary NUS con-
ference in October that the 
Quebec organization was inte-
rested in establishing relations 
on the bi-national principle. 
,. 
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·Courses shuffled to Surrey, 
New W est,Richmondsuffer 
by jeannette VanE/dik been added there has been a shoe-horning in the past three of the course, sequences of pre-
A lot more students taking 
courses in New Westminster are 
coming from the Surrey-Delta-
minor re-allocation of three sec- years," said Don Porter. "H requisites, and time slots to 
tions to Surrey from the New students can't get into courses consider. 
Westminster and Richmond cam- they want they are forced onto 
puses. other campuses." H students want a new course 
they can try and get it but it 
means money, space and an 
instructor must be found along 
with a solid commitment from the 
Langley area and has resulted in 
a slight increase in course of-
ferings in Surrey, according to 
Don Porter, dean of instruction. 
Student enrollment had risen H courses are to be added now 
_by 12 percent in the fall semester it will mean eliminating another 
and although enrollment usually course because there is a lack of 
drops in the spring, it has money. . 
increased again. Before a course is added there students that they will follow it 
through. 
I ' 
Although no new courses have 
"This has resulted in a lot of are things such as transferability 
Youth Power Means: 
• 
Again in 1978, the B.C. Ministry of Labour is initiating a 
program designed to create as many summer job oppor-
tunities as possible, for B.C. students and unemployed 
youth. We will co-ordinate job openings in many other 
government ministries and help private businesses, farms, 
and non-profit organizations pay the wages for extra sum-
mer staff. 
ASK ABOUT A SUMMER JOB FOR YOU! 
In the Provincial Government, many ministries such as 
Forestry, Recreation and Conservation, and Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs open up many interesting and remunera-
tive summer jobs. By filling out one of our computerized 
application forms now, you will be considered for a job 
that closely matches your interests and abilities. Details 
and application forms are available at: 
Douglas College -
New Westminster Campus 
Cafeteria 
February 1, 1978 
Surrey Campus 
Cafeteria 
February 2, 1978 
Richmond Campus 
Cafeteria 
February 3,1978 
Women's 
courses 
offered 
by Judy Steeves 
A variety of courses created 
particularly for women are being 
offered in the next few weeks by 
Douglas College in the Surrey 
and New Westminster areas • 
For registration information on 
any of these courses, call Doug-
las College Admissions at 588-
6404. 
Tuesdays, beginning Jan. 24, 
an ,ev~ing course entitled On 
se~ "single Again will provide 
an opportunity for recendy di-
vorced, separated, or widowed 
women to evaluate their lifestyles 
and share common concerns. 
Instructor Barbara Katz will 
help participants look for creative 
solutions on loneliness, parent-
ing, sexuality, finances and ca-
reer opportunities. This course is 
on the New Westminster campus 
Tuesdays from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
It is 3lso being offered on the 
Surrey campus Wednesday even-
ings beginning Jan. 25. 
On Feb. 14, a one-evening 
program entitled Ages and 
S~es is being offered at the 
New Westminster Public Ltbrary 
from 7:30 to 9:30p.m. 
Douglas College Counsellor 
Ann Frost will look at some of the 
expected developmen,tal changes 
that face women during their 
lives. 
"Kpowing wbat to expect and 
recognizing that these s~es are 
shared by many other women 
eases our feelings of anxiety and 
aloneness, and helps us see and 
use these predictable crises as 
times for positive change," she 
commented. 
A one day workshop on Wo-
men and Work will be held on the 
New Westminster campus on 
Saturday, Feb. 18 from 9:30 
;a.m. to 3:30 o.m •. 
The keynote address - An 
Overview of the Work Situation 
for Women in B.C. - will start off 
the program. 
Gilest speaker Shelagh Day is 
presendy with the Department of 
Labor, Human Rights Branch, 
and was recendy appointed an 
eq~ opportunities officer. 
This will be followed by work-
shops during the day on: Job 
Finding Skills; Coping with Job 
Stresses; and Getting Your Act 
Together: Home and Job Ma-
nagement. 
For information on reimburse-
ment for babysitting expenses 
during this workshop, call Ann 
Wood at 463-8462 after 4:30p.m. 
As well as these courses and 
workshops, a special course on 
Women in Recreation is being 
offered in Surrey beginning Jan. 
31 , and Assertiveness Training 
workshops are being held in New 
Westminster, Surrey and Rich-
mond. 
•' 
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College instructor to head Bachchoir 
by Mariamle McKave 
Tatsuo Hoshina of the Douglas 
College music department has 
been named interim chorus-
The Bach choir consists of just 
over a hundred people, who sing 
on a voluntarr ~is. _ 
"The choir is very well-
established, and has a long 
history which provides a fore-
front of the choir scene in 
the Polish Choir, the Bach Choir, 
and a few other choirs at the 
Queens Avenue United Church. 
Hoshina, now in his seventh 
year at Douglas Co~ege, teaches 
master of the Vancouver Bach 
Choir, with the resignation of 
chorusmaster Jon Washburn. 
· Vancouver," Hoshina remarked. 
sight singing, and general choir 
courses. He also conducts a 
chamber choir, which is · non-
creditanditmnsistsof~ 
rienced singers. 
Washburn, who resigned due 
to the pressure of his other 
activities, was replaced by Bruce 
Pullman, who is currently teach-
iug in the opera workshop pro-
gram at Western Washington 
State College, and he WJ11 take 
over the position in mid-May. 
Until then, Hoshina will take his 
place. 
"My job will be to conduct the 
rehearsals, and prepare the choii 
for the performances, until 
May," said Hoshina. 
Students 
to 
get 
orientated 
by Keith &ldrey 
New students - and old stu-
dents too - will have an oppor-
tunity to discove£ all they want to 
know about student services, 
dubs, organizations, and activi-
ties as student orientation days 
take place this week on three 
campuses. 
The orientation program, 
spoDSOI'ed by the counselling de-
partment and student society of 
Douglas • College, will feature 
a:hibits and displays by such 
dubs as the Criminology Oub, 
Ski Oub, Varsity <luistian Fel-
lowship, as well as presentations 
by the Womens Studies program 
and the Student Services. 
Of course, the Other Press will 
have its own little display that 
will catch the eye of unsuspecting 
students, who will than be in the 
clutches of our merciless hands. 
We'll do anything to get new 
recruits. Anything. 
The Douglas Colk-ge Concert 
Band will lend a little culture to 
the program, and a theatre group 
may also perform. (if they can be 
bribed to leave Coquitlam). 
Finally, if the above features 
don't turn you on, refreshments 
and rookies will be sened. 
The orientation days will take 
place on Wednesday at 11 a.m. to 
2 p.m. in the student lounges Oil 
the Surrey and Richmond cam-
puses. 
On New Westminster campus 
the orientation will be held in the 
cafeteria on Tnesday at 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. and on Thursday night 
at 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
' The choir performs regularly, 
mostly at the Orpheum, and at . 
least once a year with the 
Vancouver Symphony Orchestra. 
They will pertorm 'Verdi Re-
quiem' with the symphony some-
time in May. 
"There is a concert coming up 
in A~ril that they will do with the 
Polish Choir, as well," said 
Hoshina. 
Hoshina has his B.Sc. in Music 
Education, his M.A. in Music 
and he has studied at two major 
conservatories in Philadelphia. 
Also involved in the Bach. 
Choir is Hank Naler, planning 
director at Douglas College. 
Also iO April, the Douglas 
College Choirs will perform with 
"Hank is very active in the 
choir," Hoshina commented, 
"They are all very dedicated, and 
their concerts are most enter-
taining. They are really a very 
first class choir." Tatsuo Hoshina- interim choir master of the Vancouver Bach Choir 
Photo by Neil 
Hormopoly to stay,while Warner walks 
Gabor Horompoly, student mun-
cil New Westminster chair-
person, almost resigned from 
student muncil. Gabor decided to 
resign because he is only taking 
one evening morse this spring 
and he felt he would be unable to 
spend much time as a studeOt 
representative, since he intends 
to work full time. 
He has changed his mind 
about quitting student muncil, 
because like umpteen million 
other Canadians, he hasn't been 
able to find a job. · 
"Besides," says Gabor, 
gazing fondly around him, "I like 
tt here." When asked for a 
CO_!I;llllent, student president 
Dave Johnston said, "We're glad 
to have him back.'' 
Douglas College student so-
ciety Surrey chairperson Lynn 
Warner, has officially resigned 
her position as a member of tlie · 
student muncil. 
Warner stated that the job was 
very time mOsuming and as a 
- result her m8rks were suffering. 
"I think it is a worthwhile 
endeavor being a part of the 
Howtotalk 
student council, F·ven if people 
think it is a meaningless job. It 
gives you a good oudook on what 
a real politician has to deal 
with," said Warner. 
Warner said that she was 
probably just going to fade away 
into the woodwork and occa-
sionally write for The Other 
Press. 
about g &driving 
to your teenagers to your parents 
We all know going out is fun, and If you're not of legal drinking age, 
no parent wants to take away those good don't touch a drop. But if you are, and you 
times. But these days, with teenagers in drive, then you're old enough to do your 
and out of cars so much, it's crucial that part in reaching an agreement with your 
they understand the dangers of drinking parents on the subject. 
and driving, and that they can avert Sure they worry. Because even if you 
potential trouble by making the right don't drink, others in your group may. 
decisions. The friend driving you home one night 
First, set your son or daughter may have had too much. 
straight on this often-misunderstood fact: _ Show that you're equally concerned. 
beer, wine and spirits-in excess, all three Get serious. For instance, what have you 
are just as dangerous on the road. read lately about the dangers of drinking 
A good way of avoiding trouble is to and driving? Do you know how much 
plan ahead. Suggest that your teenagers beer, wine or spirits your body can 'Jafely 
review their evening before going out. If handle before your judgment becomes 
the.v see drinking involved, far better to impaired? Do you know tb.e la•..,. in your 
leave the car at home than to take chances province? And what happens if you break it? 
later behind the wheel. Get the facts and discuss them calmly. 
Far better also to say no to a drink, Then take the initi~tive and propose a few 
to refuse to drive, or to turn down a family ground rules. 
lift with an impaired friend than to go No driving if you've been drinking 
along with the crowd and maybe regret it. beyond your limit. (We'll send you a 
You can support your teenagers and valuable free chart on responsible limits 
give them confidence by letting them if you write us.) No ~iding with a friend 
know that if they ever need help you'll go who"s been drinking. And convince your 
fdr them, pay their cab or do whatever is parents if a situation ever turns dicey, 
necessary to get them home safely. you won't hesitate to phone for help. 
Most important, be a good example. Finally, remind your parents you're 
Never drive if you've had even one drink concerned for their safety, too, and that 
too many. Better still, don't let it come the family rules on drinking and driving 
to that. Know your limit and stay within it. apply to them, as well. 
$t41Jf411l. 
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A few notes .... 
: Remember! You first read it here. Although George "Why is this 
~man smiling?" Wootton denied it, there is no fooling the old news 
l hounds at The Other Press, Douglas College is moving downtown! All cliches aside, we feel compelled to congratulate college 
I council on reaching any decision on this controversial issue. Despite 
'; political pressure from BCDC and Muni Evers, and lobbying from 
:the recreational isolationists, college council reached a verdict j which TilEY felt best served the interests of the students and the 
community. 
It is unfortunate, however, that college council was unable to 
: show enough confidence and integrity to reveal the results of the 
1 vote on the permanent location of the New Westminster campus. 
' The decision has been made to relocate the college - fme. We 
1 can only hope that successive college management councils will 
· stand firm and insist that the conditions set by the current council I are honoured by the First Capital City Development Company Ltd. 
' Despite Mayor Muni Evers' claims that sufficient public input 
1 has been solicited, we feel that there have been only token efforts 
made to insure the public involvement needed to guarantee the 
l social, as well as economic success of the project. 
I With at least five levels of politicians and bureaucracy to deal with, the hope continually expressed by council chairman John I Sutherland - that a spirit of cooperation is needed - can only be 
i termed an understatement. 
f In an absence of this cooperation the possibility looms of Douglas 
i College being condemned to a pre-cast, concrete ghetto. 
A problem may arise concerning the demanded guarantee of five 
acres for recreation. Where will this land come from? It has to be 
reasonably near the new site. The only solution to this problem 
appears to be John Robson Elementary School, which is 
kitty-comer from the new site. 
It would seem that all BCDC has to do is take over the school's 
. land, give it to Douglas College and that's that. 
But it's not quite as easy as that. Stewart Graham, a college 
council member and former superintendent of New Westminster 
schools, has warned that there may be difficulties when trying to 
obtain this land. 
"I'd rather try to bring the capital city back to New Westminster . 
than attempt a takeover of John Robson school," Graham said. 
"Anytime you have a school that father and grandfather attended, 
then you're going to have problems when trying to obtain that 
school." 
Right on, Stewart. 
. When Dave Johnston went to College Council and expressed an 
~ opinion on the viability of a downtown campus he should have kept 
in mind the rel>ponsibilities which his position entails. Johnston 
apparently feels that he has the right to represent the student point 
of view without consulting the student council or the student body. 
While fulfilling the duties of a student society president he is in 
' the public eye and any remarks which he makes will be construed a." 
• 
1 being the opinion of the general student body of Douglas College. 
1Johnston has shown irresponsibility by not qualifying his remarks 
j to College Council and arrogance in his response to criticisms of the 
: incident . 
, It has been observed that student politics at Douglas College are 
· both infantile and boring. In this case, while he has certainly proved 
·i the former, Johnston is extremely fortunate in regards the latter 
·, point. In any other political arena he would have had to fully 
I account for his actions and certainly would have incurred greater 
1 
recriminations than the formalized slap on the wrist he received 
, from the student council!.. 
~-------rls~t~aAf~f~b~o~x~l-------~ 
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Just flew in from Halifax 
,e' 
Boy our arms are tired 
Well, almost. They actually got 
back about a month ago, but we 
didn't even notice they were 
gone (let alone if their arms were 
tired.) 
Those two flu-bitten fellows 
you see have just spent 17 
collective days destroying each 
other on the east coast of Nova 
Scotia, incognito as Other Press 
delegates to the 40th conference 
of Canadian University Press. 
Approximately 160 delegates 
attended tbe conference and 
rumor has it that come next fall 
regional there will be three or 
foui young CUPpies. At lease so 
says the hotel management. 
lit all began smoothly-Jones 
got to go home to Montreal for 
Christmas, Isfeld snuck, or 
should that be shook his way 
aboard an eastbound flight some-
time later. 
It was a good Christmas for 
lsfeld receiving nothing but the 
practical gifts for his eastern 
tour: booties, mittens, scarfs, 
hats, sweaters, long underwear, 
and a warning from his wife, and 
foul)d little use for any. 
And then along came Jones 
who had spent his holiday 
searching for bagels and a 
French accent, but showed up 
with stale bagels and a haircut. 
So much for There's no place like 
Home. 
Upon entrenching themselves 
in the Lord Nelson, just a 
barefoot jaunt from the "trident" 
nuclear belly-bomb (submarine) 
shop, they set about the task of 
reorganizing CUP and their 
eating and sleeping schedules. 
While CUP delegates valiantly 
struggled to reorganize the state 
of CUP, the Other Press dele-
gates fell prey to the flu and the 
corrupting influence of two pie by 
night CUP staffers who stalked 
unsuspecting prey and hiber-
nated, not to mention refilled 
their pie places with Isfeld's 
shaving cream, in The Other 
Press room. 
The Other Press fttst realized' 
they were in the company of 
these notorious hooligans when 
early one morning during what 
they thought was a private 
caucus, the two Woolworth-bag 
toting sniffling cowards burst 
"only because it was there, and 
closed." 
Other highlights of the confe-
rence had non-musically inclined 
singing "You picked a fine time 
to leave me, Lucille," and they 
can't remember the other ones. 
Following the final plenary and 
the fmal humiliation of Ontario 
papers by the brash piers, Jones 
decided to his now pie 
Self-righteous Gord lsfeld and Brian Jones 
Ph9tn hv NPil 
upon the tranquil scene attired in s~ed flying ou~it to~ a breath-
clothes believed to belong to the taking early mommg fltght out of 
Other Press staffers and merci- Halifax, or, so he thought. . 
lessly pied to other staffers and As he eased into his seat l!fid 
then fled the scene. observtrl the beautiful sunrise, 
Isfeld was fll'St to be on his feet fate struck. In a whirlwind 
chasing the desperados down the tumble through the skies, his 
hall, and could be heard plane plummeted earth ward 
screaming "those are our jac- with a'llidst terrify screaming 
kets, those are our jackets!" from ten lonely passengers. The 
Only to be halted by a burly pilot - bless his soul - bounced 
· forearm belonging to the local the plane successfully into the 
hotel constabulary, who kept bush on the side of the runway to 
insisting firmly "Go to your the accompanin'lent of whirling 
room. Go to your room." red lights. 
Meanwhile, Gord was spared 
the whole experience by losing 
his ticket and being stuck in the 
airport for two days. 
Late one evening an x-Other 
Presser, Terry Glavin, threw 
Gene Long, a Quebec fieldworlrer 
out of a first story window. When 
asked later why he did it, he said, 
Jones' cries were only muffled 
by the pillow pressed between 
scene of the desolate town of Peggy's Cove, Nova Scotia. 
.. , ) t J~.,., ~ ,.,(. '· .. ..... -"· .. ~· ~'·• ~ ,, . ..... ' ¢oio.h)i ,Cfis' -~or 
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College bland 
by Martm Com, 
"By becoming a member of a 
group the individual cuts himself 
off ••• from authentic feelings and 
insights that might threaten ••• his 
committment to the group. But 
when the group becomes insti-
tutiooalized .•• the individual me-
mber must cut himself off from 
his own sense of self much more 
completely .He is led to abandon 
much of his general autonomy, to 
substitute a pervasive feeling of 
powerlessness and apathy for the 
tight but passionate circle of 
hope and terror." 
• 
"This process may well ac-
count for the sense of falseness 
and alienation from others that 
seems to characterize member-
ship in the official and semi-
official institution.. of modem 
life." 
Anyone who has not been 
completely mystified into believ-
ing the myths which maintain a 
place like Douglas College - the 
biggest myth here being that 
some people actually believe they 
are learning something-must 
impede rather than encourage 
creativity. This is not to deny the 
possibility of real growth and 
communication within the exist-
ing structure; occasions which 
are condusive to their fruition do 
occur .But they are so infrequent-
usually resulting accidentally 
rather than by anything offered 
in the courses-that to try and 
subsist upon such meagre tokens 
of experience can only lead to a 
lJ.arrowing sense of self-betrayal. 
Anyone who realizes this lack 
of mutual interest-which also 
leads to a lack of mutual care and 
affection-among the members of 
Douglas College cannot help but 
E".ntertain serious doubts as to the 
college's effectiveness in foster-
ing human growth. Undoubtedly, 
the very existence of such an 
establishment must do more to 
surely have had the truth of 
Friedenberg's keen observations 
borne out. Douglas College is an 
institution - perhaps no more 
corrupt than most-but still sub-
ject to Friedenberg's definition of 
what an institution is:" ••• an ar-
tificial association of people who 
accept a superficial common 
identity but in fact have nothing 
in common.'' 
It would be unfair, however, to 
lay all the blame on the college's 
doorstep.After all, the college is 
made up of only people-you and 
me-and we as individuals are 
also guilty for allowing the 
college to deteriorate to its 
present pathetic level. But since 
the people in administration are 
the ones with the power-in the 
sense that their decisions ulti-
mately create the atmosphere of 
the institution-they must be held 
more immediately responsible. It 
is possible, however, that they 
are so far removed from the 
actual day-to-day experiences of 
most students that they cannot 
fully _understand the deadening 
and stultifying effects their poli-
cies have. But for a student-
especially an academic student 
who is not using the college 
primarily as a vehicle for eco-
nomic advancement-the dama-
ging effects of the college's 
decisions are_ only too real. 
One has only to sit through a 
course in philosophy or poetry to 
realize how bland college life is 
here. The absence of a commun-
ity for the academic student-
which could provide the love, 
respect and kindness desperately 
required and not fuHilled by the 
fragmented courses now offered-
can only erect an insurmountable 
barrier to existential growth. To 
be sure, students can digest 
facts, learn interesting theories 
and comment upon "Great B-
ooks"; but without a profound 
'holistic' foundation what is lear-
ned goes up in smoke. And if the 
academic student isn't choking 
yet-he soon will be. 
What a college should be 
teaching-and Douglas College 
would be teaching if it had its act 
together-is the values and tra-
ditions which are supposed to 
make our culture civilized. This 
would be done by active instruct-
ors-men and women who would 
teach the younger generation 
through close personal relation-
ships. As Goodman points out, 
"The teacher teaches an adol-
escent by means of a subject 
matter. And be teaches a young 
man or woman a subject matter. 
Merely to expound a subject 
matter is not teaching." 
But where are these instruc-
tors? Why do I never hear any of 
them speaking up? Are they 
really as gutless -as Pat McGeer 
would have them be? Are there 
really no instructors present at 
tiPs place who, echoing the 
words of Kozol, a student could 
say with heartfelt admiration, "I 
think the reverence that we feel 
for men and women who have 
been true teachers, and the way 
that love can change our lives, 
our vision, our perception of all 
things we know, and open up 
new areas of freedom and imagi-
nation we have never felt, after 
certain periods of loneliness that 
we have never undergone-that 
this is, in the long run, what 
education is, and nothing else 
· but. this."? 
. Uear that these type of men 
and women are not present at 
this college. What Douglas Col-
lege is primarily concerned about 
-and instructors who consent to 
themselves being used as inst-. 
ruments to satisfy the masses 
and their needs are directly 
participating in this inexcusable 
·crime-is to provide people from 
lower income groups with a 
chance to move ahead financial-
ly. 
Everyone who uses (rapes) this 
college for the purposes of econ-
omic advancement-each course 
just a stepping stone for some 
future job position-is making a 
mockery of what a college is 
intended to be. Granted, the 
courses one studies will more 
than likely lead to some form of 
employment, hopefully to a prof-
ession that one can be proud of. 
But it must be pointed out that 
this is only half the pie. The other 
half-the most important half and 
the one most neglected at Doug-
las- is the transmission. of our 
co~ative ideals to the young. 
This can only be done in a 
relatively secure and genuine 
community, where the people are 
bound and committed to one 
another not by alienation, but by 
love. ' 
And it is time-indeed, well 
over time-that those people who 
really give a damn (and here I am 
specifically indicting instructors) 
got up in the face of this insidious 
destruction of education .and 
said, "No!'' 
Refundable society 
fees advocated 
by BiJJ Burnham 
It is about time our Student 
Council faced the students 
through more than elections. 
A referendum on voluntary 
refundable fees must be held in 
order to give students a chance to 
vote for a new mechanism by 
which to control their student 
government. 
For years the students at 
Douglas have been expressing 
dissatisfaction with the Student 
Society. They feel that no one is 
gettiDg a decent return on his 
activity fee. 
H the Couocil is not listening to 
this mounting unhappiness with-
in the student body, they must be 
made to listen. We the students 
of this college must lead the 
student government out of their 
apathetic mismanangement and 
back to reality! 
As it stands now this is damn 
near impossible to do. 
Unfortunately, it seems that 
signifiCant changes to the Society 
will not be initiated by the 
Council. The students, who are 
the Society, will have to bring 
pressure to bear in order to force 
change. 
The only pressure that the 
government will. understand is 
money! 
The reasonink behind the re-
fundable fees is simple. 
Voluntary refundable fees will 
allow students to have a direct 
voice in the Couocil, not only at 
the ballot box, but also at the 
bank. 
With refundable fees, students 
will be able to withdraw their 
support from a government 
which fails to serve their inte-
rests. 
How then would the Society 
survive? By providing needed 
services to the members. 
As it is now, most students 
don't give a damn about the 
Society. Students have to care 
enough to want a Society in order 
for such an organization to 
survive. After all, a Society 
cannot be made to work with just 
money! 
By instituting voluntary refun-
dable fees, the students of Doug-
las can put purpose back into the 
Society. But we must want a 
Society first! 
H we want a Society that will 
work for us, not against us, we 
must have voluntary refundable 
fees! 
A referendum on refundable 
fees must be held, and soon! 
Council are you listening? 
. 1. Do you feel that it was right for Dave ]olnt.sto. ro speak 011 your 
behaff {at College CotiiiCiJl 011 the matter of Douglas College 
movmg tloumtoum? 
: 2. Do you feel that Douglas College should tnOtJe to a tJoumtoum 
' campus? 
I don't think it was right for 
him to speak on our behalf 
without consulting (the student 
body). I think the college should 
stay where it is. It will destroy 
the P .E. dept. if it goes down-
town. 
photo by Bill Cartier 
.. 
Gerry Shalmotl 
The students should have told 
Dave what they wanted, but 
Dave should have contacted the 
students about it before the 
meeting. As to moving down-
town, what for? What is the 
benefit in a downtown campus? 
We are centrally located here as 
it is. 
Thelma Pescheke a 
c:Q 
I think that Johnston should f 
have put a disclaimer (on his ~ 
statements) when he talked to ] 
council. H the parking situation _c:~. 
improves then a downtown cam-
W~Becker 
He's expressing his ' own opi-
nion and it is misleading. He is 
using the position to (his) advan-
tage. I also think it is the 
businesses responsibility to fix 
up the downtown, not the col-
leges'. 
pus will be o.k. 
Page seven of the Other Press is reserved solely tor the 
purpose of correspondence and opinion. The views 
expressed on this page do not necessarily reflect those of 
this newspaper. 
All letters and opinions must be typed at a 60 stroke line, 
· double spaced and bear the name of the writer for reasons 
of validity. Submissions which are not signed will not be 
published. Letters should be no more than 200 words in 
length, and opinion pieces should either be 450 or 900 
words in length due to space and layout requirements. 
We reserve the right to edit all letters and opinions for 
clarity and libel. Letters and opinions longer than specified 
will be edited to size. 
De_adline for _submissions is 4 p.m. Fridays. 
T~?e. Other Corner, which is usuaOy 011 this page, is 1111 
op1nw_• pol! co11ducted b:, the O!her Press ;, the hopes of 
secuffllg v1ews 011 vary1ng top~es from members of the 
coOege commu11ity who would 11ot orditlarily come forth. If 
you are approached by a member of our st4ff totitlg a 
camera, please be receptive--it's o11ly their job. 
.. 
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Trilateral commission -anew 
Imagine a conspiracy. A 
plot to change the course of 
world history. Fix in your 
mind a fantasy of 200 conspi-
rators-the corporate, politi-
cal and academic elite of the 
western world - setting out 
on paper a new world order. 
The conspiracy is the Tri-
lateral Commission and, ac_-
cording to some of its critics, 
it is the ultimate plot_. 
The rash of magazine sce-
narios on the commission in 
the past year ran an incre-
dible gamut: thP. commission 
installed Jimmy Carter as 
U.S. president and hand-
picked his cabinet; the com-
mission's strings are pulled 
by David Rockefeller; it is 
opposed to democracy; it is 
the vanguard for a western 
world threatened by the 
growing power of Third 
World nations; and it seeks 
to maintain a global hier-
archy with the large multi-
national corporations sitting 
on top. 
Some of the claims are 
true. But by stressing the 
conspiratorial appearance of 
the group, its critics miss the 
larger powe~ play for a new 
world order of which the 
commission is only a part. 
From one angle, the Tri-
lateral is a picture of inno-
cence. ''A Private American-
European-Japanese Initia-
tive On Matters of Common 
Concern", the Trilateral was 
formed in 1973. It was set to 
last only three years, but has 
been extended for another 
three until 1979. 
There is no cloak of se-
crecy and seemingly no poli-
tical sleight of hand. Unlike 
the more mysterious Bilder-
berg Conferences--which 
since 1952 have brought 
together the elite of the 
western world--the Trila-
teral's meetings are publicly 
documented and its officials 
very approachable. 
Some of its members, 
particularly in the Canadian 
contingent are hardly people 
of great political or corporate 
power. "Look at my record 
and my office," said Gordon 
Fairweather, former Conser-
vative MP and recently-
appointed head of the Cana-
dian Human Rights Com-
mission who is a commission 
member and defender. "It 
would be harder to find a 
more unusual plotter." 
But it is not members such 
as Fairweather or others like 
1 former Chatelaine editor 
Doris Anderson, who worry 
the commission's critics. 
The member who arouses 
the most hue and cry is 
David Rockefeller, head of 
the Chase Manhattan Bank 
and scion of the family whose 
name sends shivers up the 
backs of rightists and leftists 
alike. It was Rockefeller who 
stumbled on the idea of the 
commission in the sp~ of 
1972. He later suggested tt to 
his friends in Europe at the 
annual · Bilderberg Con-
ference and generally set the 
wheels in motion. 
Rockefeller pro~~ded the 
commission's funding until 
foundation funding was ar-
ranged. And the first meet-
ings of the Trilateral leaders, 
in July 1972 and March 1973, 
were held at Rockefeller's 
New York estate, Pocantico. 
But the cry "Conspiracy" 
only really became loud 
when Carter, one of the 
commission's first members, 
made it to the White House. 
And the chorus became more 
1 shrill when the cabinet and 
key advisors also turned out 
to be commission members. 
Among the "old boys" 
club that Carter set up in the 
White House, were vice-
president Walter Mondale, 
Secretary of State Cyrus 
Vance, Secretary of Defence 
Harold Brown, Secretary of 
Treasury Michael Blumen-
thal and National Security 
Advisor Zbigniew Breze-
zinski who was the director 
of the Trilateral Commission 
at the time. And at least 
eight key foreign policy ad-
visors had been commis-
sioners. 
"It was an accident," said 
Roger Hills, the secretary of 
the Canadian contingent in 
the Trilateral-mocking those 
who say the Trilateral engi-
neered Carter's ascent to the 
Pr~sidency. 
Carter chosen 
a 
member of 
the 
• • commrsswn 
But Peter Dobell, a Cana· 
dian commissioner, says: "I 
give the Trilateral credit. Its 
most important achievement 
was in introd~ Carter to 
the American Democratic 
' Party establishment." 
"Carter was chosen a 
member of the commission 
because he was chairman of 
the Democratic Governors 
Policy Conference," Dobell 
adds. "Joining the com-
mission was his way of 
meeting all those people. He 
came to know them and if it 
came down to choosing be-
tween two people of equal 
ability, he'd pick someone he 
knew.'' 
Carter's Trilateral expe-
rience also introduced him to 
key members of the Ameri-
can foreign policy establish-
ment. In particular, he met 
many directors and members 
of the New York-based Coun-
cil on Foreign Relations. 
Founded in 1918 and com-
posed of highly influential 
lawyers, academics, fman-
ciers, businessmen and poli-
ticians, the Council has con-
. sistently included important 
foreign-policy decision-
makers and has also initiated 
many of the salient features 
of American foreign policy 
1 through its various study 
projects. And most U.S. 
commission members are al-
so CFR members. 
The Trilateral connections 
in the White House, then, 
are not exr:cted. The eas-
tern finanaal and academic 
community has almost al-
ways had men in and around 
the White House. 
And there was more to the 
commission than emigres 
from the Council on Foreign 
Relations. From Western 
Europe. cam government of-
ficials, influential academics 
and policy analysts, Euro-
pean Community officials 
and many bankers and in-
dustrialists. Among these 
ranks were the heads of Fiat, 
Thyssen, Royal Dutch Petro-
leum and Unilever. 
Japan is equally well-re-
presented. This group in-
cludes the president of Mit-
subishi Bank; the chair-
person of Nissan Motor; the 
chairperson of Fuji Bank; the 
president of SONY; the pre-
• sident of Toyota Motor Com-
pany. Other Japanese mem-
bers come from business fe-
derations, governmental 
bodies and academia. 
The Canadian group in the 
commission is coloured by 
varying hues of power and 
influence. On the one hand, 
there are in the group no 
Rockefellers, Agnellis or 
Rothschilds as there are in 
other deleaations. Not even a 
Bud Md)ougald or Paul 
Desmarais thrown in for 
good measure. On the other 
hand, Canadian commis· 
sioners do come from the 
higher echelons of policy-
making in this country. 
Jean-Luc Pepin, former 
Minister of Trade and Com-
merce, former head of Inter-
imco, recent head of the 
Anti-Inflation Board and now 
quarterback of Trudeau's 
game plan for keeping Que-
bec in Canada, was one of 
the original Trilateral mem-
bers and co-ordinator of the 
Canadian group. 
He relinquished his seat 
1 
on the commission two years 
ago when he moved to the 
AlB. His posi~on as co-
ordinator was taken by Peter 
Dobell, a career civil servant 
and author of a book on 
Trudeau's foreign policy. 
Dobell founded the Parlia-
mentary Centre for Foreign 
Mfairs and Foreign Trade in 
1968 and has been its direc-
tor ever since. The Centre 
feeds research and infor-
mation to the House of 
Commons Standing Com-
mittees on External Mfairs 
and on Industry, Trade and 
Commerce. 
Dobell is also head of the 
Ottawa bureaux of two of 
Canada's most important po-
licy planning groups: the 
Montreal-based Institute 
for Public Policy Research 
which analyses domestic eco-
nomic policy and the Toronto 
based Canadian Institute for 
International Relations 
which encourages discussion 
on Canadian foreign policy. 
Similar planning groups in 
1 the U.S. like the Brookings 
Institute and the Council on 
Foreign Relations also have 
incestuous ties with the Tri-
lateral. 
A Canadian co~sioner 
with ties to the corporate 
world as well as the political 
one is Maurice Strong. 
Strong is currently the chair-
person of Petro-Canada and 
a trustee of the Rockefeller 
Foundation-one of the main 
funders of the Trilateral. 
Strong was previously head 
of Paul Desmarais' fiefdom, 
Power Corporations and has 
directed many United Na-
tions agencies. 
Another Trilateral mem-
ber who moves easily in cor-
porate as well as political 
'' ! 
circles is Mitchell - Sharp, 
former Minister of External 
Mfairs as well as former 
director on the same board of 
some of Canada's larger 
corporations such as Cana-
dian Pacific Investments and 
Brascan. 
Commissioner Michael 
~ 
Kirby, like Pepin and Sharp, 
has enjoyed considerable in-
fluence in the Trudeau go-
vernment. Kirby in the early 
1970s was assistant to the 
Prime Minister for economic 
matters. He is now a profes-
sor at Dalhousie University 
and Nova Scotia Public Utili-
ties Commissioner. 
A Halifax friend of Kirby's 
and now an assistant in the 
Prime Minister's office is 
former Commissioner Brian 
Flemming. Flemming was 
also a deputy chairperson of 
the Canada Council. There 
he served under Michel Be-
langer, now a Commissioner, 
a former civil servant, former 
"The perils 
of an inter-
dependent 
world were 
becoming 
obvious 
President of the Montreal 
Stock Exchange, and now 
president of the Provincial 
Bank of Canada as well as a 
director of Power Corpora-
tion. 
And the clubby ties be-
tween Canadian Trilateral 
members continues. The 
prestigious lnstitute on Pub-
1 lie Policy has, aside from 
Dobell, two other directors 
who are on the commission. 
They are Doris Anderson, 
------ ---------~ 
' 
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world goverment 
recendy resigned editor of 
Chatelaine magazine and a 
director of MacLean-Hunter 
communications empire, and 
Louis Desrochers, and Ed-
monton lawyer, Libe~ P~ 
bag man, former uruverstty 
chancellor and a dir~or of 
the Bank of Montreal. 
Besides Desrochers and 
Belanger, Canadian banks 
have Alan Hockin, vice-
• president of the Toronto-
Dominion Bank on the com-
mission. Hockin was earlier a 
career civil servant, joining 
the Department of Finance in 
1946 and rising to the post of 
Assistant Deputy Minister in 
1964. Hockin has also served 
on many ~ternational bodies 
including NATO and the 
IMF. 
There is also Robert Bon-
ner, a Vancouver lawyer who 
has been chairperson of B.C. 
Hydro, head of McMillan-
Bloedel and a former cabinet 
member in successive Social 
Credit governments in B.C. 
Lesser lights in the Canadian 
group include Gordon Fair-
weather and Claud Masson, 
and economics professor at 
Laval University. 
The members of the Tri-
lateral Commission, then, 
are drawn from the wealth-
iest regions of the world. 
And, its pattern-whether 
conspiratorial or not-is a 
golden triangle of wealth and 
power forged by a commo.1 
recognition among western 
countries that the post World 
War ll wocld ocder is obso-
lete. 
The need for new ap-
proaches became obvious 
with the urulatecal economic 
policies of the Nixon admini-
Heads of 
banks and 
multinational 
• corporatzons 
in with 
the 
• • commzsszon 
stration in the early 1970s, 
says Roger Hills. "The U.S. 
had been predominant eco-
nomically and militarily after 
World War ll buy by ' 1970 
· this situation had changed." 
"The emergence of the 
European Economic Com-
munity and Japan as eco-
nomic giants thteatened the 
U.S. at its own game. U.S. 
markets were flooded with 
foreign exports. And, by 
1971 the U.S. was experien-
cing a balance of payments 
problem and growing unem-
ployment, both of which commodity arrangements. 
were absent iJt Europe." It is not as some of its 
The Nixon government re- critics claim, a new world 
acted by imposing import government. It is a think 
surcharges ancl'. by devaluing tank for western elites. And · 
the d'>llar. This sent shock it · is the most conspicuous 
waves through most western institutional attempt to re-
capitals, including· Ottawa. form global relations. 
"'These W\re the circum- The effect of the Trilateral 
stances in which people on world affairs is difficult to 
started to talk about the Tri- glean. But since its begin-
lateral Commission," Hills ning communication be-
says. tween those leaders at Ram-
"There were a lot of bouillet, Puerto Rico and 
people in the U.S. who felt London symbolize the tum 
this was not the way to do toward Trilateralism of 
things. Pe;>plE! like Rocke- which the Commission is the 
feller and Btez~~ki started most obvious twist. 
talking .1bout the need for A Trilateral proposal for a 
greater co-operation among reformed International Mo-
. Western governments. And netary Fund to provide 
businessmen were worried money to developing nations 
that the U.S. and other on the verge of defaulting on 
governments were ..2:jea:=!:po:::r:_-___ _:l.:;oans==-=fro:.:..::m::.._lar::::..:g~e:...._w_e_s_te_rn-, 
dizing exi!>ting relations be-
tween industrial and trading 
partners.' · 
Mitchell !Jharp says the 
increasing scope of govem-
nwnt 'nrervention into eco-
nomies and the extensive 
spread of multinationals 
madt~ ap ?arent the need for 
greater co-ordination of eco-
nomic polity among the ad-
vanced nations. 
"lh•! pew cf an inter-
de,:>endent world were be-
C·liDing obvious and the 
stakes greater than ever 
befon!," he says. "There 
was 1 time when these 
Fere& were of limited scope. 
However this has all 
changed. Particularly now, 
when inflatior. is universal." 
But the Trilateral began 
not so coincidentally about 
the same time as the New 
Economic Order was drafted. 
And while Rockefeller and 
friends l\'ere preparing the 
base for the commission, 
OPEC was just beginning its 
assault on the West. 
ThE Tnlateral, then, was a 
respm15e--})ethaps, the most 
prominent one-- to the new 
threats posul by quarreling 
insiders and unfriendly out-
siders against Western pros-
p ~ty. It slresses extensive 
discussions among western 
lead•!rs, free trade and the 
stabilization of international 
banks is about to become a 
reality. 
But while the commission 
talks of stabilizing the global 
economy for the benefit of all 
nations, it carefully avoids 
talk of changing that econo-
my's structure. Power will 
still be exercized in New 
York, London and Paris. 
The commission's free 
trade internationalism sup-
poets the interests of U.S • 
based transnationals, 300 of 
which account for fully 28 per 
cent of all global exports 
annually. These 300 giants 
with their 5,200 subsidiary 
operations depend on unre-
stricted transactions be-
tween subsidiaries and pa-
rent companies in various 
countries. H trade barriers 
are erected, theic profit base 
would deteriorate. 
It is not a conspiracy to 
keep the Third World on its 
knees, as detractors say. But 
its claim to altruism is based 
on the dubious maxim that if 
we all get richer, then mar-
ginal returns are sure to 
trickle down to the poor. 
Whether they can trickle 
down fast ,enough -. or 
whether they can tnckle 
down at all - is the question 
mark which looms over the 
golden triangle and the com-
mission's new world order. 
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An open letter 
to the students 
My name is Norm Greenfield and this is to let the students of 
Douglas College know that I am alive and well in the office of the 
Vice-President lnternal.out here in Richmond. Most of the students 
probably don't know what this position entails, let alone know who I 
am. The office of Vice-President has several very important duties 
bestowed upon it by the constitution unders Bylaws 5 and 24. 
' 
The Vice-President Internal is given the right to take over the 
duties of the President in the event that he is unable to perform due 
to illness or other reasons. 
The Vice-President Internal is a signing officer for the Student 
Society and is also responsible for the maintenance of committees 
both within the student government and the college. He or she shall 
bring such problems as appointments to committees ~o the 
attention of the student government and make recommendations to 
the student government on such matters. 
The Vice-President Internal is responsible for ensuring that the 
minutes and agenda of each meeting are prepared, distnbuted and 
posted on all campuses. 
In Bylaw 24, it is stated that said officer shall oversee all matters 
concerning the business and financial matters of the Student 
Society. This in effect, makes the Vice-President Internal the 
watchdog of the society in regard to financial affairs. 
Up to this point I have not ~Y. done any of the a~ve work. Oh, 
I've been working for the Society m other ways, but m an area that 
really concerns the Campus Reps out here in Richmond: I am ?ot 
complaining f?ecause these rep~ have done an admirable · JOb 
considering the conditions and problems they have had to 
overcome. I have also done my part to keep all the reps at other 
campus offices happy and m~~ sure that they are ~ontent with the 
leadership that they are recetvlng from the executive. 
Along with the duties bestowed upon me _bf _th~ constitutio~, I 
have a few pet projects that I look forward to tru~ttng IID:d working 
on this semester. These are not all earth shattenng proJects, but, 
hopefully, they will lead to better and easier years here at the 
college for the students. 
My first goal is to help establish an ~de~ndent society within 
the Student Society to undertalte the publication of The Other Press 
and any other publications ~eem~ necessary. by the Student 
Society or outside contracts. This soaety will be gtven a guaranteed 
percentage of the Student Socie~'s budget at the~ of each 
semester. This will ensure that the press will not be mtimidated by 
the fiscal clout that the Student Council carries come budget 
approval time. This will ensure that the press is ab!e to ~ticize 
freely and constructively any facet of the college, mcluding the 
Student Council. 
I also hope to see the formation of a committee to deal with the 
problems of the s~dents that are hired as teachers' assistants 
within the college. This committee will be made up of both students 
and faculty and will make recommendations to concerned parties. 
Another goal of mine is the formation of a committee to 
undertake all hirings and firings of paid and volunteer employees. 
This is in the wakde of a decision at the last Council meeting to pay 
the legal fees incurred by a past employee involved in legal 
proceedings due to wrong information being IJ!ven about our legal 
responsibilities toward employees. This commtttee would also take 
care of advertising available positions. 
In the immediate future I hope to see a concerted effort put forth 
by the student body to undertalte raising funds for the Variety Oub 
Telethon. The funds raised would be presented by the Student 
Society on behalf of the student body. I also advocate ~ further 
pressuring of the three levels of government to cut spending and to 
get the economy back on an even keel so that students may have 
employment available after graduating, and too, to take. SteJ!S 
toward a system of tuition-free universities and colleges m this 
province, where scholastic achievement would be the one entrance 
requirement. 
Above all, I will have the best interests of the student body at 
heart in all my endeavors as Vice-President Internal. So, if you have 
a problem or an idea for the improvement of the life of yourself or 
your fellow students at this college, please feel free to call me at the 
Student Society office - 522-7916 - or at the Richmond Campus 
Society office - 278-6021 - ask for Norpt. Mter all, the Student 
Council is only what the students want tt to be. 
Norm Greenfield 
·-----. ·----------------------------'/ 
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Pipe dreams 
HCJW doe$ this sound? 
Potted palms in the halls. Deep ~ carpet up to your Ankles. 
Crushed velvet chairs to study in. A vibrant, exciting atmOSphere. 
So dynamic you actually look fot'Watd to going to class, just to be at 
the campus. Exotic. tropical birds swirl around you as you stroll to 
class. . 
Or tty this: the sounds of jac:khaaubets and hammering blen4 in 
with cat horns and car badcfltes. ~ ttaffic on the way to 
class, you are almost overcome with extiaust £um.es before you 
ooll.-pse~ gasping for oxygen at the entranee to the college. You flee 
··t.o the ~q of the c;ourtyatdt where· patches o£areen c:.an almost 
be seen aopping up throUgh me cradis in the cement. 
Sound c::razyl Mlrybe, but Douglas College is ~ downtown 
and either example c:ould become reality (although I wouldn't bet 
on the b'Opical birds.) 
Don't pack your bags and books yet, because the college doesn't 
1110ve for anolhet three years and <:bances are· that most of you 
won't be around to be part of it. 
Su1l the decision to move downtown I1V'ill bave lorul-rarure effects 
on the'Clty of New Westminster and its residents, as well as any 
future student in the Lower Mainland. 
With the college scurrying downtown, Bob :Mcintyre and the rest 
of the BCDC boys c:.an rest easier, knowing 1hat their huge plan to 
give New Westminster a new town centre will go ahead as planned. 
. " ... 
Oi course, to shoW that they aten't totally under BCDC' s thumb, 
College council obtained a few guarantees from them before they 
approved the downtown site. : 
"Within 90 days BCDC will confirm in writing to the college that 
it shall provide: 
-a single 6.8 a<:re parcel for the prime site 
-a single 5.0 acre parcel for physical education faa1ities which 
shall. adjoin or be near enough to the prime site as to allow the 
~t udli%ation of both 
·l4oo ·patking spaces on the prime site to be under the 
jurisdiction oi the coUege 
-a commitment that aU necessary putdwe o.r expropriation 
proceedings have been initiated at tbe earliest time possible but in 
no event latet than April~. 1978 
The college will. have the same right for developing, designiJJg · 
and c:oostructin8 its facilities on the pm:e1s as if it were tbe owner 
of both pan:ela ud aU ialpro9eiDellts upon them; the ~e will 
Jsave membersWp oat wtaate.er is the governing body of the FJtSt 
Otpital Oty Development~· 
1 lt is iateresUDa tO see how the big decision to move finally came 
. about. The ..eNict after aaoaths of studies, debates aod 
~-- .. the two proposed.-- the permanent campus: 
. the McBride site aed the Royal A.....e site (downtown). 
I.e u all QUDie down • a ...... ofJ>ousias College Coud • 
l80UIY 12th, at...aed 6y various admillistrators, faeuky, 
r'studeots, pN$S members aad asSorted~ 
B~p a~ to apeak his piece aod kick in tllf icleas 
.dleylJiight liMe hadeonceming the two.-. 1'be bigest point of 
~ was tbe ...elfare of the ~. or so it seemed (who 
~~it wu alta c:Jwoade). 
Oh, tha:e ...-e a feW people Who UJok a seemiogly misguided 
~ oae1Ut put the~ o, the business~ aad-.. * stadeits <»uud dO rw it. (I ~~now that coJJeae c:oud ~.. •* tbat aU the time, right Bill JonostODe and 
··Doli&~) . 
T.he ~ e®altioa depattmeot didn't seesn too en~ 
ebout the dowmawo site. This is uodersWldable, as they will only 
set fit'e 8CRS for recleatiooal use. The McBride site, they felt, 
p.o.icled JIIOl'e room aad more pote.odal Cor facilities. 
Dean of aurk:ulmo Bill Day COftfinned their {ears. "The amount 
of~ space will decrease aad bec:ome limited," be said. 
Billlong, P.E..iostraaor 'MWl't ~· ••Rooftop soccer doesn't 
tum me oo," he said, obviously worried about where his classes 
will be held. 
And what about student council president Dave Jolulston? The 
blue eyed datq of the college council was asked, ever so casually, 
if~ had any thoughts 00 wWch site was cbe better one. 
He pulled a speech out of his back pocket so fast he almost ripped 
.it in hal£, The lOJl3 address could ba-ve been entitled uThe History 
of Da-,e Johnston.'' Everyone beard his views concerning both 
sites, education in general, student needs and the stare of the 
universe. 
After going on about the importance of social, recreational and 
.eisure activities, Johnston surprised a lot of people by supporting 
the downtown site. ... 
There is no doubt that his comments had a lot of influence over 
various college council .members. If any of them were undecided as 
to which site was best, johnston's speech proved to be a deciding 
factor. 
After all, Dave johnsron is the stUdent president itnd he S):!eaks 
for .U ~ studenlS, right? Wroog? You don't know? You don't 
care1 iclioose one of the above). 
Well~ Dave has bad a rough week ·what with the student council 
breathing down his neck for not coosulting them when he went to 
speak to college council- so let's leave the poor lad alone. For a 
while at least. 
AnyWay. when it came time for the actual voting by college 
:ouncil on the siteS, it all seemed anti-climatic:. Nobody got to see 
them vote (it was an in-camera meeting) and after the meeting the 
ballots were destroyed by order of the council chakman, John 
Sutherlapd. that seemed like a needless act. Why not make the 
vote public? Nothing wammted the secrecy that shrouded it, 
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A mayor, the Grea-ter Van-couver Regional District, 
and the British Columbia Deve-
lopment Corporation (BCDC) 
have united to plan a new city 
centre for New Westminster. The 
present one is economically de-
pressed and physically run down. 
Population has remained stag-
nant in the last couple of years, 
or declined if the federal census 
is to be believed. 
BCDC -
--:...__ -Something must be done. 
Last summer BCDC set to wotk 
-in earnest on a redevelopment 
project when a proposed ICBC 
office building promised New 
Westminster and Mayor Muni 
Evers by the NDP was squashed 
by the Socreds when they took 
control of the government. 
"There is no hiding .of 
what· BCDC wants 
Some pointed statements from 
Evers to the provincial govern-
ment concerning their responsi-
bility for the, site and the future of 
New Westminster, plus the fact . 
that ICBC had gone ahead under 
the previous government and 
purchased the 4.05 acre site on 
Royal Avenue between 8~ Street 
and 7th Street and was now stuck 
with the property, were the 
motivating facts behind the pro-
vincial government's decision to 
pass the whole affair into the 
hands of BCDC. 
to do with the land." 
In the final week of September 
last year BCDC brought forward 
their proposal to city council. 
Council smiled favourably on 
BCDC and the plan. 
. The plan of four separate five 
year programs was revealed to 
council in an atray of stunning 
graphics ataund the perimeter of 
the room, all of them an artist's 
glorious interpretation of what 
the city could be. Sketches of the 
proposed esplanade and re-
vamped Columbia Street, Draw-
ings of the floating pier marina 
and plaza where Neptune's res-
taurant is now. Artists' interpre-
tation of townhouses sprawling 
from the present Pacific Coast 
Terminal property to the bottom 
of 8th Street. The waterfront as 
the front yai-d, the parkade to 
shield the backyatd from the 
rain. IDustrations of causeways 
leading to a new Performing Arts 
Centre near 4th Street and 
Columbia. Escalators to take 
weary people up New West-
minster's cobblestone hills and 
monorails to wisk them effort-
lessly across the Fraser to Sur-
rey. But the most important 
interpretation to come out of the 
entire study is the concept that 
redevelopment needs an axis to 
centre the whole. plan. At the 
centre is the idea that the town 
will be a college town; butlt 
ataund Douglas College • . 
The day after presenting -the 
plan to city council the project 
director, Bob Mcintyre went 
before college council to explain 
the campus' necessity to the total 
scheme and stated, "H Douglas 
College does not go downtown 
these will be just pretty pic-
tures, "(referring to the archi-
tectural drawings.) 
Macintyre outlined his time 
frame for going ahead with all 
the intricate details involved in 
such a large redevelopment 
scheme. To keep within the dme 
frame he had drawn up for the 
project, a decision was needed 
within two weeks. 
The pressure was on. Properly, 
college council told BCDC no-
thing in two weeks, except that 
they . wowcf conduct their own 
compatitive study and please be 
avatlable to answer any questions 
we might have-thank you. 
A little searching turns up 
some reasons why the college 
was being singled out as the link 
to apply pressure to make the 
plan work. 
BCDC has been charged to 
rejuvenate a city that, presently, 
has nothing to attract the poten-
tial investor. BCDC's ftrst task 
then is to establish some credi-
bility in the plan before major 
investment can be wooed into the 
city. 
Probably, the largest portion of 
the investment will come from 
the developer, either private or a 
consortium, that develops the 
tracts of land set aside for 
residential purposes. The two 
major tracts of land earmarked 
for this development ate the 
waterfront tract and the parcel of 
land the college had planned to 
use as its permanent site-di-
rectly behind the Queens Park 
Hospital and the B.C. Peniten-
tiary. It is hoped the increased 
residential ateas will boost the 
city's population by 20,000. 
BCDC proposes that all the units 
- whether townhouses, or single 
family units - be sold and not 
rented, with the price of $80,000 
plus. H the college was not 
included in the package and 
instead kept the MacBride patcel 
of land on which to build its 
permanent campus, the BCDC 
residential package would be cut 
in half and be fat less attractive; 
one reason why Douglas College 
Macintyre unveiled his plan 
effortlessly and flawlessly, 
handling all questions without so 
much as a stutter. He came to the 
meeting with his own consul-
tants, Graham Brown and Asso-
ciates Ltd., who had conducted a 
study comparing a site across 
from the Canada Games pool on 
MacBride Ave, which the college ' 
had been contemplating as a 
permanent site for years, with 
the proposed downtown site. The 
assessment, proved favourable to 
the downtown site. 
''At the centre is , the idea 
that the town 
will be a col~ege town." 
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king the pieces fit 
was important to the plan. 
A second reason can be seen in 
the brochure produced by BCDC 
outlining their project. The re-
lease states: "Institutions are a 
part of the city's heritage." 
Institutions are also easier to 
pressure into making a commit-
ment towards the project, than a 
multinational development cor-
poration would be. 
Already the provincial govern-
ment has committed itself to a 
provincial court centre and office 
building near Carnarvon and 
Lome Streets. The federal go-
vernment has sent the money 
west for an office building down 
around lOth Street and Columbia 
in the new waterfront district. 
The only really undecided insti-
tution was the college. 
BCDC said the students would 
give the downtown area the extra 
consumers the commercial dis-
trict needs to make it econo-
mically feasible, plus the unique 
advantage of giving the city a 
college town atmosphere. But 
really the planners were only 
looking for potential spenders-
had Sun Life decided to move as 
far away from Quebec as possible 
they would have filled the space 
amply. 
Another attraction for the city 
that depended on the college, 
and the college's decision depen-
dent on it was an offer by David 
Y.H. Lui to construct a per-
forming arts centre at Fourth and 
the waterfront, to be joined to 
Douglas College and shared by 
the college's drama department. 
A commitment by -both the 
college and David Y .H. Lui would 
make thf' rejuvenated city a much 
more sellable commodity to the 
big residential developer and in 
tum to the individual families. 
The redevelopment estimated 
to cost in the neighborhood of 
$150 million is to be financed in 
the following way: (although, at 
the moment all fmancing plans 
are still tentative) BCDC hopes to 
form a company, the First Capital 
City Development Company Ltd., 
with financing carried out 
through three fortns of share-
holders: (I) These are partici-
pating shareholders and will 
accrue the full benefit of land 
appreciation, and include private 
landowners, the Fraser River 
Harbor Commission, and the 
former owner of the ICBC site. 
(2) These are non-participating 
shareholders, and are those who 
enter into the development for 
non-economic reasons. (3) The 
public or private entity which 
acquires the Pacific Coast Termi-
nal property, with a rezoned 
value of a little under $4.5 million 
and is expected to earn a fixed 20 
per cent post-tax return on an 
investment of $5 million. 
L------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----Photo by Bill~er 
likely owner- to - he Canadian 
Pacific Hotels; another coinci-
dence has CP owning the con-
trolling interest in Marathon 
Realties which in turn owns 
controlling interest in Pacific 
Coast Terminals. 
At present BCDC has not 
found a buyer for the PCT 
property or a developer for the ",.,L ~ vanguard 
residential portions of the ~ Ire 
scheme, but then all the commit-
ments from the institutions have 
just come in, giving BCDC some o• ~ the 
concrete amenities to offer the 'J 
resident develope~. 
Probablr one of the best bets 
for who will develop the residen-
tial area is Marathon Realty, experime. ntal 
although this a rumor and 
nothing concrete has been said. 
Some of the facts that lead up k " 
tQ that assumption are a hotel mista e. 
complex slated to go up where 
Wosks furniture store is now, 
and some sources feel the most 
Pacific Coast Terminal people 
deny any involvement with 
BCDC which would prompt thf';.t 
to sell the New Westminster 
waterfront, and state the pro-
perty was for sale even before 
BCDC was called in to redevelop 
New Westminster. The reason 
for selling the port- was econo-
mics, the port laCked storage on 
its docks and was no longer 
profitable. 
site of future downtown college campus at Royal Ave and 8th Street 
L..-------------------------------Neil Dowie ! Photo 
· .. ', ' . . . 
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As stated earlier, the rede-
velopment will be divided into 
four packages. The first will see 
the two major residential deve-
lopments-the waterfront and the 
MacBride site-go ahead, along 
with the downtown college site. H 
all goes well for BCDC, construc-
tion should be underway on the 
new provincial justice and office 
building by this summer. 
Now that Douglas College has 
committed itsell to the project 
there remains only for the big 
developer to be found. The 
project is virtually assured to go 
ah'ead, to what extent the deve-
lopment will take place and how 
successful and beneficial the plan 
will be, only time can tell. Yet 
even now it is possible to see the 
wide reach of BCDC's rejuve-
nation plan and the GVRD's 
regional town centre plan of 
which New Westminster is the 
vanguard of an experimental 
mistake. 
The push for rapid transit has 
again surfaced and it is planned 
to run to the new regional town 
centre of New Westminster. 
BCDC, and Mayor Evers-in a 
180 degree about face-have 
come out against another bridge 
over the Fraser. As of yet no one 
has brought the monorail idea to 
the public at large. First BCDC 
will bounce the idea off the few 
people who become involved with 
the New Westminster regional 
town centre idea. Once again BC 
Pen inmates are being prepared 
to move to Lillooet, in antici-
pation of the day that New 
Westminster landmark becomes 
rubble. There is no hiding of 
what BCDC wants to do with the 
land. They have it artistically 
displayed as part of the residen-
tial complex while so even more 
imaginative thinkers can see the 
BC Pen rubble dumped into the 
Fraser at the foot of the hill and 
used as a park. While back in the 
city the college found the BCDC 
proposal favourable except that it 
did not provide the needed space 
for recreational facilities-roof 
top soccer, as one• instructor put 
'it, "does not turn me on"-so 
BCDC has promised the college 
an extra five acres for outdoor 
sports. P~ such as Simco and 
Tipparary Park have been tossed 
around as possible answers, ·as 
well as the idea to flatten John 
Roson school and have a soccer 
pitch there. Of course these are 
all just suggestions, just ideas in 
people's heads as possible solu-
tions to probletns, something 
similar to what BCDC had for a 
decaying town centre. 
It is understood of course this 
will not be final until an open city 
council meeting is held to inform 
the residents and hear their 
opinions. They will be informed 
that over a year-not to mention a 
few million dollars-has been 
spent outlining the plan and 
researching the effects . Getting 
commitments from people who 
do not like to make commit-
ments; setting the massiv:e cogs 
of bureaucracy in motion. They 
will point out that time is of the 
essence, and they are already 
behind. They will inform how this 
is the only way to save a 
disintegrating city. . 
What they- will not explain is 
why they did not. come to the 
residents when this was just a 
suggestion as a solution to a 
problem. Why they did not come 
to the residents before they had 
commitments. So the residents 
could have had input and be on 
the offensive, instead of being 
forced to play the traditional role 
of a pain in the butt and being on 
the defensive. 
.. 
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~ormation -"a new dirty 
F ;~ 13 Goverment closes community_ assoc. there has 
them a sort of pride as well, they 
were not just taking welfare they 
~: ...... were .. v .. •••"'6· 
been an 
agency in 
New 
Westmin-
ster providing information on all 
aspects of the community and 
more importandy, a sympathetic 
ear to anyone who had a prob-
lem. 
A week from today-Tuesday 
January 31-you're once again on 
your own. 
To most people this means 
nothing; perhaps one less .social 
agency to fund. But to the 10 
people who worked there on a 
part time basis which more often 
have services to offer on the 
Lower Mainland. On a partition 
to the right of the door runs a 
metal rack offering all the infor-
mation available cooceming go-
vernment services. On a counter 
to the left of the door sits the 
course caleodars of the colleges 
and universities in the Vancouver 
area, plus the oudines for con-
tinuing education programs of-
fered by the secondary schools. 
And if what yon want to know is 
not in the previous desaibed sea 
of information just ask Edna - at 
her fingertips lie an endless 
wealth of information about com-
Edna's always open door- closed. ! photo by Bill Cartier 
than not entailed full time hours, 
and to the coundess numbers 
who have benefitted from the 
agency's services this closure 
does nothing buy enhance their 
impression of society's calous-
ness. 
The agency is the New West-
minster Community Services As-
sociation, funded totally, up until 
Dec. 31 19n.-by the United w_ay. 
A small 
office, 
with a 
wealth of 
information 
Its office is on the first floor of an 
office building at 26 Lome Street 
in the centre of New Westmin-
ste.;, nesded in amongst the 
United Way's regional office, the 
Big Brothers Association and a 
housing centre. 
The office itself is small; its 
reservoir of information pheno-
menal. The wall opposite the 
door is a massive bulletin board, 
a colorful collage of all the latest 
press releases from agencies that 
munity services, and if she does 
not have it ••• 
"H I don't know the informa-
tion I get it. They are never left 
hanging," says Edna Arpe, the 
woman that makes the agency 
work. 
Originally' the program had 
been set up as a Community 
Service Information Bureau, in 
1964, as a department of the 
United Way. The need was 
· expressed by the community that 
there was a definite void in New 
Westminster in the area of 
general social informatiOn. As a 
result the Board of Directors and 
the executive of United Way 
decided to start an information 
department of the United Way 
for the district of New West-
minster. The first office was 
opened at 725 Carnarvon under 
the operational direction of 
Margaret Brown. She ran the 
program for six years and then 
quit. In 1970 the executive ap-· 
pointed Edna Arpe to run the 
program. 
According to Arpe, she got the 
job because she had the ability to 
make organizations work and 
grow, she had four years expe-
rience with the Mental Health 
Association and she needed a 
job. 
The agency has remained in 
her charge since 1970, although 
the agency has remained not 
unchanged under her super-
vision. 
The first thing she did was 
incorporate her work with the 
information department into a 
column for the local newspaper 
the Columbian. 
"For four years, from 70-75 I 
wrote a column of questions and 
answers for the Columbian, with 
information drawn from my work 
with the United Way. At one time 
this was their most valuable 
department. Jt brought them 
(United Way) their best publi-
city." 
Come 1975, the decision was 
made that t'.le deputment would 
not be funded any more as a 
simple department of the United 
Way, but that it shouJd incor-
porate itself as a society, and as a 
society the United Way would 
grant it a ~ budget with the 
society administering its own 
operating costs. Also in 1975, the 
office moved from Carnarvon 
Street to its present location. And 
Edna gave up her column with 
the Columbian because of the 
increased workload of the Com- . 
munity ServiceS Association. 
In 1976, the department be-
came a society, known as the 
New Westminster Community 
Services Association, and funded 
as a United Way agency. 
This year, after one year as ll 
society, the United Way refused 
to fund them their yeariy budget 
of $11,700. 
"There . . 
why we (:Sencrl ~
down." As for notice of funds 
being cut off. "I was told in 
person Dec. 3 that there was a 
possibility of the funds being 
suspended. The official notice 
came Dec. 14 stating that as of 
Dec. 31 the agency's funds would 
be cut off." 
There are avenues -open to the 
agency to receive other funds. 
One was even put forward by the 
United W~y that if the society 
It is not just an information 
service that the city of New 
Westminster is losing, but a 
valuable community asset. Not 
• only did the office . supply infor-
mation, but it also worked closely 
with local health services and 
professional counsellors. 
A hand out printed by the 
agency states that they will try to 
place people who are wanting to 
volunteer for community service, 
but do not know what they would 
be best suited for. They offer 
counselling for people looking to 
start up their own organization as 
'It's not me 
I'm worried 'about , 
I can get another job, 
it is the support staff 
that worries me." 
could get alternate financing for 
two thirds of their budget the 
United \Yay would pay the rest. 
However, Arpe says: "The 
(United Way) felt the city and the 
Human Resources Board should 
be partially funding us, (but) we 
have tried before. There is no 
hope from the HI,UlllUI Resources 
Board. A f~ years ago informa-
tion became a dirty word, and it 
became a Human Resources 
Board policy not · to fund infor-
mation centres." 
"As for the city; Mayor Evers 
has left himself open for a 
presentation but he said no 
support would be forthcoming 
· until some sort of presentation 
was made." 
So far the agency has received 
only moral supt)Ort. A call from 
Ottawa - the Qanadian Acquisi-
tion Division - encouraging them 
to ~reef seeking funds plus 
suggesttons to try the Canada 
Works Program for a grant. 
But it is- not the fact that the 
information agency will be gone 
that most worries Edna Arpe. It 
is the fact that a place where 
people could come to talk about 
thelr problems and a place that 
gave people something to do - a 
job - when no one else would or 
could, will be gone; that is what 
really worries Edna. 
"It is not me I'm worried 
about, I can get another job. It is 
the support staff that works 
around here that worries me. 
What will they do? Their social 
workers will try to find them 
other jobs in community work, 
but how many jobs are there? 
The S50" a month these people 
made here was a blessmg to 
some of them. This job gave 
well as lay counselling backed by 
professional counsellors. In addi-
tion, they had also been working 
in close association with the 
Royal Columbian Hospital emer-
gency department, as well as the 
services division of the hospital 
and the New Westminster Men-
tal Health Association. But ac-
cording to Edna the centre is all 
this and more. 
"We work closely with the 
Royal Columbian and the New 
West Health Centre. We talk to 
everyone, and then recommend 
them to seek further help if they 
need it. Everything we do is 
hacked by professionals. But 
many other services have been 
offenij by the agency. 
"I have done income tax for 
some of the people who come in 
here, along with a lot of other 
little services that do not seem 
like much, but they add up and 
would have cost them other wise. 
I've helped a woman stop fore-
closure on her son's ranch in the 
interior, that was later supported 
by a lawyer. We've also helped 
property owners in a light indus-
trial area of Delta get around the 
higher evaluation tax placed on 
their acreage. 
"These are just a couple of 
instances. I try to make things 
easier and better for all people." 
In the opinion of the United 
Way these services were no 
longer necessary, although this is 
the only service of its kind in New 
Westminster. According to Aroe 
there is the Senior Citizens 
Association and SANE Self Aid 
Never Ends, but neither of these 
duplicates the services offered by 
Community Services Association. 
Ken Brown bad this to say in 
defence of the closing of the 
agency: "We were not satisfi~ it 
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'' word . 
was good use r. < community 
funds ... the review committee al-
so felt they could use the money 
better elsewhere. There were 
other reasons but I can't really 
say. I don't want to sqund like 
B.C. Tel artd · 
Workman's 
Compensation 
fund one 
of the 
• servtces 
I'm hedging ... all I can' say is the 
vote was unanimous to discon-
tinue the agency's funds. We 
would partially fund the agency if 
the Human Resources Board and 
the city paid a portion but there is 
no evidence that these groups are 
interested either." 
Although ~ain agencies feel 
the money needed to make the 
information is money unwisely 
spent, other organizations do 
not. Two of them are the Wor-
ker's Compensation Board and 
B.C. Telephone. Both of them 
have paid the total cost of 
another of the centre's services. 
The agency has compiled a 
community services directory 
which lists the addresses and 
telephone numbers of community 
services offered in the Lower 
Mainland, plus a short paragraph , 
about the service. 
The cost of printing and as-
sembling the 82 page directory 
was fielded by B.C. Tel for four 
years and by WCB for the last 
two. 
Even though things look bleak 
for the ~gency for the moment, 
Edna Arpe plans to hang onto her 
files and stay active in the 
community. 
Continually 
• acttve 
in the 
• communtty 
Edna Arpe is a Delta school 
trUStee plus a college council 
member for Douglas College. 
Although she plans to resign 
from the Douglas Council for a 
year she hopes to come back next 
year as Delta's representative on 
the college board when the 
college is designated under the 
college's act. 
"I shalf do everything possible 
to keep the agency going. It is the 
thing I'm best at." 
·· .. · .. 
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Continuing education 
by Gord Isfe/.d 
c ommunity involve-ment in education has al-
ways needed an uphill push from 
those people behind the course 
programming of an educational 
institution. Douglas College, 
with all of the communities it 
serves, has not been immune to 
this problem, but has managed to 
overcome it. 
There are three main educa-
tional areas in the college; the 
university transfer prowmm, ca-
reer or vocational prowmm and 
community prowmm. 
"Our advantage," says Ken 
Moore, director of continuing 
education at the college, "is that 
we can design things, they (other 
institutions) can't. " 
Moore has been director of 
continuing education since 1971 
- the first one to hold that 
position - and . coordinator of 
technical programs in the engi-
neering science division before 
that (since the college opened 
up). 
" -Our· 
advantage is 
that we can 
design 
things." 
"I guess what I see as being 
very important is that if tomor-
row Douglas College closed 
down, the service wouldn't be 
quite as convenient, or maybe 
quite as goOd, but people could 
still get university transfer credit 
by going to the university. 
''They could still get vOcational 
and technical programs by strug-
gling off to the Pacific Vocational 
Institute or BCIT or wherever. 
But what would not be available 
anymore is the response to 
community needs that we're 
doing. So I think that's one of the 
really good things that the col-
lege is able to do." 
Moore believes the adult edu-
cation programs being offered by 
local school boards are giving a 
"tremendous service", but they 
cannot be expected to meet the 
needs of the community in the 
same way a college like Douglas 
College can." 
"But," he adds, "I don't think 
they should have to •.• They can't 
respond to a community need 
that comes up and develop a 
program to meet that need and 
deliver it. And its quite simple, 
because that takes a lot of 
people." 
Whereas the high schools go 
through brochures and see what 
Dther communities are offering 
and decide that the people of 
their district might be interested 
inaparticularprowmmandbegin 
running it, Moore says the 
college wants to know if a 
prowmm is actualiy needed in the 
community before thev offer it. 
"I ~t an identified need out 
there and a clientel group that I 
can respond to and give a servict 
to ..• but that doesn't say we don't 
shotgun on occasion, because 
you might be going to offer 
something you've got a gut 
feeling that it's probably 
needed." 
"Nowadays, enough people 
know about the Douglas College 
service that they keep us busy by 
coming in and requesting or 
demanding a service from us." 
"Here at Douglas College 
we're very fortunate that we have 
a minimum of half-time release 
in every teaching division, or 
someone that we ca1I a com-
munity consultant to do that very 
work." In that way, he says, the 
college has experts in all the 
major educational fields to go out 
to help the people of the com-
munity to identify what their 
problems are. 
"You and I only see symp-
toms ... the lack of help is sort of 
the end symptom. So you have to 
get in there (the community) and 
ask what is really needed. 
"We have these experts that 
can develop those kinds of pro-
grams to meet those needs," 
Moore says, "How you meet the 
need depends on what the prob;-
lem is and what the solution is." 
So, he says, if one of the 
community consultants comes to 
him with a solution to a problem 
that he thinks could be better 
served by someone else, then he 
will contact that agency or insti-
tution and ask them if they will 
handle it. 
"And if they will, that's great, 
because if I give that away I can 
do something else. And we'll 
never be able to do all the things 
that we want to do. So the more I. 
can give away, the better." 
Moore believes that it takes 
many of the people in the other 
educational agencies a long time 
before they are convinced that he 
is not a threat to their programs. 
"I'm not trying to take away their 
courses, I'm just trying to make 
sure that the community gets a 
little better service. H the other 
agencies will run a particular 
course, then the coll~e can use 
their resources on something 
else." 
"The trouble right now that 
really bothers me is that some, 
centres are getting well serviced' 
- New Westminster is getting 
tremendous service; there's a big 
campus here, lots of people 
around ••• But I would doubt very 
much if any one of my consul-
tants has ever gone into south 
Langley, because it's awkward to 
' 
get to and there's enough work 
right here to keep them busy." 
"The danger in community 
education is to start serving one 
kind of clientel," he warns. 
Moore states the first people 
who were able to use community 
services were the university wo-
men's clubs, "because they are 
educated, smart people and they 
learn how to use the system!' 
The college can charge a lot of 
money for courses and still fill all 
the classes every semester, he ' 
says, but the money factor could 
be a deterrent to many people. 
"What we haven't done up till 
now is to make sure that we're 
geographicaliy covering the en-
tire (college) area and the 
people •.. what about that person 
At present there are about 10 
consultants. When the program 
began there were 40 consultants. 
be a regional expert. "So if 
someone was assigned the dis-
trict of Langely, then they would 
set out into the Langley com-
munity and learn all about the 
community and the ~mmunity 
needs." 
"I think · that the reason that 
community education got such a 
good thrust in this college was 
Bill Day (dean of curriculum), 
when he came to the college he 
brought along this desire to make 
the college get out and get to the 
community." 
"Bill convinced the college 
that it was necessary and in 1971 
we had seven community consul-
tants." 
"One of the things I see wrong 
with c.e. and I'm talking Ken 
Moore now, not talking for the 
college, is that the government 
says that we should do this work 
. but they don't allott any money 
"People see it as 
.a sort of frivolous , 
.fancy waste coating 
.sort of thing." 
Every division must have the 
equivalent of half time release for 
community consulting work. The 
number of consultants changes 
every semester. The consultants 
do not have to come from within 
the college if the expertise is not 
there. 
Moore is looking forward to the 
reotpnization of the college 
because one of the things the 
continuing edtqtion program 
has asked for is a type of 
community consultant that will 
for it, specificially. We're lucky, 
George Wootton is very pro-
community education.'' 
''I push it (community educa-
tion) as hard as I can and so do a 
few other people, but the govern-
ment doesn't say you will spend 
'X' amount of your budget in 
continuing education. (But) 
what's happening in a lot of other 
institutions is that when there is 
a budget cut the first place they 
go to is c.e.," he says. "People 
see it as a sort of frivolous, fancy 
waistmating sort of thing." 
• 
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Text publisherS wield power 
T ext books have for decades accounted for the largest 
and often most lucrative section 
of the publishing industry in 
North America. The basis for this 
is the size of the clientele and the 
fact that the customers form a 
captive market. School systems 
cannot choose whether to buy 
books or not to buy books, but 
only which to buy. University 
students do not even have that 
choice. An economically disad-
• vantaged segment of our society, 
one without full-time income, is 
required to purchase prescribed 
texts which on the average cost 
twice what they should cost. 
Among the many factors con-
tributing to the expensive format 
of textbooks are the goals of 
those academics who write them 
- often it would be more accurate 
to say, who rewrite class lectures 
and call them books. The author 
wants the book to bear the 
external appearance of what he 
or she thinks it is worth. Also, as 
often the writer receives a per-
centage of sales, the higher the 
selling price, the higher the 
writer's profit. While these pro-
fits are generally less than ex-
pected by the writer and than is 
commonly supposed, there is still 
an interest in an expensi ve 
book •. 
Furthermore, in many univer-
sities instructors may receive 
increases in salary or even pro-
motions on the basis of writing a 
textbook. So the teacher has a 
strong economic motive for 
having a book that will impress 
administrators, who without spe-
cialized knowledge of the subject 
can't judge much beyond ap-
pearance. The bigger the book 
looks and the more attractive it 
loo~, the more likely the pro-
monon. So teachers who write 
the textbooks generally favor the 
expensive format. 
Then there are the selectors of 
the textbooks. Why do instruc-
tors select the tides they do? The 
publishers think_ they know how 
to influence the decisions. Many 
of them provide teachers, espe-
cially those with large classes, 
with free valuable textbooks. 
The instructor who has exami-
nation copies delivered to the 
office without much effort is 
furthermore not always moti-
vated to search through book lists 
or write to minor publishers 
about alternative texts which are 
quite as satisfactory and less 
expensive. 
a new model book because a very 
complex problem has been inac-
curately simplified by a non-
specialist. Or important nuances 
of meaning may be lost because 
the editors insist that words more 
current be used. Or certain 
scholarly conclusions may be 
omitted because the publishers 
feel they are not popular at this 
time and may harm sales. Truth 
to publishing firms is what makes 
sales volumes increase, and the 
.new contracts are giving them 
additional power to overrule the 
scholars. 
The increasing control of the · 
publishers over the contents of 
· textbooks may loom more mena-
With less expensive inks, 
printing processes, 
layouts,paper and biding 
the book you bu_v now for 
$18 could be 
s.old for .$5 
More ominous than nsmg 
prices of textbooks is another 
development. Some major text-
book publishers are imple-
menting policies of having more 
texts written by their profes-
sional staff writers in order to 
make them "more readable." In 
some cases academics will be 
used as consultants; in others the 
academics will work in coopera-
tion with the professionals. The 
cause for alarm is that in many of 
the new contracts, once the 
academic has sold his name for 
the book, he no longer has legal 
control over what wording may 
be used. It may be easier to read 
cingly in view of the ownership. 
The giant Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston is owned by the Colum-
bia Broadcasting System in the 
U.S. CBS also owns three other 
publishing houses, as well as a 
score of popular magazines, TV 
and ·radio stations, Columbia 
records, and a string of retail 
stores. The publishing house of 
Litde, Brown and Co. is owned 
by Time Inc., along with many 
other publishing interests, news-
papers, films, broadcasting, and 
pulp and paper companies. The' 
publishing group made up of 
Random House, Alfred A. 
i Hard money buys hard covers at college book store. 
Knopf, Pantheon, and others is 
owned, along with the National 
Broadcasting-Corporation in the 
U.S. by RCA. 
The New American Library 
along with eight other imprints, 
belongs to the T~es Mirror 
Company, which also owns TV 
stations, "information services", 
newspapers (several major ones); 
seven magazines, two ' paper 
mills, and 320,000 acres of 
timberland. Simon and Schuster 
and its half dozen other imprints 
belong ~o a multi-national cor-
poration ruuned Gulf and Wes-
tern, which also owns paper 
companies, diversified manufac-
turing and financial interests, 
Paramount Pictures, and 51 per 
cent of Famous Players Ltd. and 
its 300 theatres in Canada. Some 
half dozen corporate giants al-
ready have enormous power to 
influence public opinion, and 
now they are taking tighter 
control of the contents of the 
textbooks which they issue. 
There are dangers in the 
situation. For example, textbooks 
on political science, history and 
economics could be restricted in 
their discussion of conglome-
rates. Or views held by a 
scientific consultant on natural 
resources and the environment 
may never find a place in books 
published by a firm associated 
with mining interests. Other 
views held by scholarly consul-
tants may become blurred at the 
hands of a professional writer, 
for whom accuracy would not 
hold so high a priority. In short, 
in the expected course of events, 
textbooks will take on the poli-
tical coloring of the management. 
This trend should be one of 
concern to all groups in the 
academic world, as well as to 
society at large. 
Factors . accounting for the 
Many 
textbooks 
will be 
obsolete 
within 
five yeqrs 
unreasonable high cost of text-
books include the high quality 
materials and format, the uncon-
trolled duplication of effort and 
expense by competing publi-
shers, the personal goals of the 
authors, and the absence of 
strong pressure from those who 
select texts for more economical 
alternatives. The exobitant costs 
are not the fault of your local 
university book store; for the 
most part, the high costs can be 
explained only by factors outside 
the campus scene and - because 
of the high percentage of imports 
- outside of Canada. 
Separate from the factors men-
tioned above is the system of 
distributing books in Canada. 
Except for the inexpensive pa-
perbacks of a few publishers not 
intended exclusively for use as 
texts, imported books are marked 
up 20 to 30 per cent by the 
distnbutors located in the To-
ronto area, although many of 
thest: distnbutors for Canada are 
merely subsidiaries of publishers 
in Britain or the United States. 
The secondary handling entails 
overhead costs requiring such a 
mark-up, given the necessity of 
maintaining large' inventories for 
the smaller Canadian market in 
order to compete for the profits. 
Now for the main problem. 
Many textbooks will be obsolete 
(if not already so at time of 
printing) within five or ten years 
and normally be of no value. Yet 
they are printed on expensive 
papers with high-cost special 
inks and enclosed in a solid 
binding to insure that they can 
under ordinary conditions endure 
without deterioration for three to 
five centuries! Are these merely 
practical books from · which a 
student can learn or are they 
fetishes? 
Consider the expensive treated 
paper which will not yellow or · 
become brittle until long after the 
purchaser's remains consist of 
only a yellowed skeleton in the 
grave. These heavy papers often 
cost four times as much as paper 
which is serviceable for only 20 or 
30 years. Or consider that the 
actual production cost of a hard 
binding on an octavo book is now 
above S2 minimum and some-
times nearly twice that. When 
these bindings reach the shelf of 
the book store, the hard cover 
has increased in value to about $3 
to S5, or even more, H given the 
choice, how many students would 
prefer a 50 cent stiff paper cover? 
But students are seldom given 
this choice by the major publi-
shers. 
With less . expensive inks, 
printing processes, layouts, pa-
per and binding, the book you 
now pay $18 to buy could, except 
unusual books like art books, be 
sold for $5. One wonders if the 
fact that many of the publishers 
are owned by conglomerates 
which also own paper mills, 
printing plants, ink manufac-
turers, and binderies has any-
thing to do with the kind of books 
which are offered to the captive 
customers. 
Competition . in the market 
place is supposed to result in 
lower prices and less expensive 
wares, but this has not happened 
with textbooks. Publishers have 
instead vied by making the 
textbooks more attractive and 
therefore more expensive in or-
der to get in on the big sales to 
introductory classes, publishers 
put out competing tides. In some 
fields there are a score or more 
textbooks on the market with 
litde or no significant diffe-
rences. Each publisher then has 
to revise its book in that field 
every few years so as to give the 
illusion of being improved and 
brought up to date. So each firm 
is paying duplicated costs of 
designing, layout, and type-
setting of its "new" edition, 
which is seldom better than the 
old. This duplication of produc-
tion costs must be covered by the 
higher price of the "new" edi-
tion. · 
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-Heritage and Culture-
Dorothy Francis 
by] ta••ette vat~ Eldik 
D edication is the best word to describe Dorothy Francis, a 
Salteaux Indian who has just 
been appointed to order in recog-
nition of her devotion to pro-
moting Indian culture. One 
would never believe from her 
pleasant surroundings that she 
was brought up in a log cabin. 
Mrs. Francis has spent almost 
all of her life organizing and 
working for Indian cultural or-
ganizations. She has been active 
up to the present day in dancing, 
singing, story-telling and giving 
talks to various institutions to 
promote Indian culture. 
This award seemed to come as 
a surprise. " Sometimes you won-
der how a person ever gets to be 
known when they've always been 
in the background. Lots of people 
will recognize them and will 
appreciate what they do for the 
people. It may be hard to achieve 
their goal sometimes but it ends 
in a fulfillment and tranquility 
which doesn't leave them mixed 
any longer," she says. 
"There are a lot of us who are 
trying to teach younger people 
something about the spiritual life 
that is part of our heritage. H this 
type of thing is encouraged they 
have a cha ::~ to have an identity 
they can be proud of and learn 
about. It will also help them live 
without the inferiority complex so 
many of us have. The Indian 
people have been treated like 
children for so long; they haven' t 
had freedom. In this transition 
they have been mixed up. They 
want to try to live like the white 
people by feeling they should 
forget a part of their lives but 
something inside them tells them 
they should remember." 
Dorothy was born on the 
Waywayseecappa Reserve near 
Rossbum in Manitoba in 1912 
where -he lived in a log house 
with her grandmother. She spoke 
only her native tongue, Salteaux, 
and at seven years of age white 
people came to take her to a 
residential school. They threa-
tened that the RCMP would come 
for her if she didn' t go with them. 
She lived in Birtle residential 
school for ten months of the year, 
being allowed to see her family 
for the other two months. She 
was raised by the United Church 
and her memories of the school 
are not happy ones. " I was a 
frightened, unhappy, litde girl. 
To be in one of those institutions 
is like being in jail." 
She came to B.C. at 16 and 
lived in Port Albemi but soon 
missed her people and moved 
back. 
At age 19, Dorothy married 
Magnus Martin. He was killed 
six weeks later and the following 
year she married Joe Francis. 
She went to live with him on the 
Kahkewislakow Reserve where 
they raised nine children. They 
now have 33 grandchildren and 5 
great grandchildren. Her hus-
band passed away in 1974. 
While on the reserve she 
started and became the president 
of the First Homemaker's Club. 
There was a lot of discrimination 
on the reserve and they were 
poorly administrated. "There 
were separate public washrooms 
for whites and Indians." She 
speaks with a great sadness and 
even hostility about the death of 
one of her babies. "They had a 
separate room in the hospital for 
Indian women which they called 
the 'Squaw room.' Everyone told 
me not to take my baby to this 
hospital but it was the only one 
the Indians were allowed to go to. 
My baby was very sick. The 
doctor came in and treated a 
white man with his arm in a sling 
before he would see my dying 
baby. When he finally came to 
treat her, as soon as he stuck the 
needle in her, she died. That was 
the moment I decided to leave 
the reserve." 
In the early '50's Dorothy and 
her family gave up their treaty 
rights and moved to Regina. 
All they could find to live in in 
Regina was a one, room trailer. 
''It was 
frightening 
living off the 
reserve. We 
were used 
to 
h . " unttng. 
Their nine children were put in 
tents. " It was frightening living 
off the reserve. We were used to 
hunting and drinking from 
streams.' ' 
She found there was a lot more 
discrimination and feelings of 
inferiority off the reserve. "I 
never felt I was smart enough to 
have an argument with a white 
person. Sometimes I would get so 
mad about things but I felt I 
would say something wrong and 
feel terrible about it later. So I 
just never said anything. It was a 
hard transition to make. Now it's 
so much easier with so many 
friendship centres." 
In Regina she did volunteer 
work for the First Regina Indian 
Friendship Centre. 
They moved to W~peg in 
the early '60's where she became 
associated with the Indian Centre 
and was the manager for the 
Indian arts and crafts program 
which had just been started and 
she later became a family coun-
sellor. 
Mrs Francis set up the first 
Pow Wow Oub in Regina which 
involved dancing and other acti-
vities. "We tried to promote the 
Indian culture and involve both 
the young and old peope." 
With the help of Manshiply, a 
well known writer, she wrote a 
series of Indian stories for tele-
vision and received the golden 
key award from' Chatelaine ma-
gazine. 
With this culmination of events 
in Winnipeg also came the tragic 
death of her son in 1966 which 
caused her to have a nervous 
breakdown and quit her volun-
teer work. 
They moved to Vancouver at 
this time and she began working 
for the Canadian Art Production. 
In 1967 Dorothy went back to 
Regina to entertain children in 
schools in Alberta, Saskatchewan 
and Manitoba by dancing, 
singing, and story-telling. It was 
part of a cultural program spon-
sored by the Centennial in which 
she was known as Maqua Beak, 
her Indian name meaning 'white 
bear', the story-teller. 
She returned to Vancouver 
shordy after and became a 
part-time worker at the Naiska 
Lodge Home for Indian girls and 
she joined the New Westminster 
Indian Oub and Dance. "Both 
my husband and I were fond of 
this sort of thing so we worked 
together." 
In the late '60's she returned to 
Regina and worked as a family 
counsellor in their friendship 
centre. She became involved in 
starting the First Regina Indian 
Cultural Oub. At this time she 
also became a member of the 
Saskatchewan Provincial Arts 
Board. 
Mrs. Francis hosted a program 
on the CBC, called the "North 
Country Fair" in which she spoke 
both English and her native 
tongue. 
While in Regina she wrote 
legends, introduced an Indian 
lullaby, and worked with many 
children. She also began working 
for the Federation of Saskatche-
wan Indians is the community 
development officer. 
In 1974 she was elected by the 
Indian people as the national 
chairman of Indians representing 
Saskatchewan. She moved back 
to B.C. recendy. 
As a member of the B'hai 
World Faith she has served many 
times as an elected delegate to 
provincial, federal and interna-
in native dress 
Dorothy Francis and 
granddaughter 
Denise Robillard 
display previous 
awards for 
her good work. 
tional meetings as a speaker on 
behalf of the Indian people. She 
is now co-orcliriitor of the B'hai 
Faith in B.C. and has travelled as 
far as Merida, Yucatan as a 
delegate. Dorothy has been to 
Alaska twice as a delegate and in 
January of 1979 she plans to go to 
Hafai, Israel, the centre . of the 
B'hai faith. 
She speaks with much enthu-
siasm over an informal banquet 
she attended in the early '70's 
put on by the Queen of England 
and Prince Phillip during their 
visit to Regina. Both Dorothy and 
her husband went dressed in 
Indian costume and they spoke to 
both the Queen and the Prince 
for a few mi.· utes. 
Last year she was a board 
member for the Vancouver In-
dian Centre and now she makes 
regular visits to institutions to 
promote Indian culture. 
Dorothy's children and grand-
children dance for both competi-
tion and for pleasure. She has 
received many trophies and a-
wards for dancing and other 
cultural activities, such as cos-
tume making and telling legends. 
Mrs. Francis is not politically 
involved. She feels that culture is 
more important than politics. 
What does she feel about the 
land claims question? "The In-
dian people are entided to try to 
do all they can to get what once 
belonged to them. This country 
has been taken over by the 
non-Indian race through various 
methods. The Indians though 
these people came as friends and 
because the Indian people have 
always been honest they thought 
everyone else was honest too. 
You have to be an Indian to 
understand how they feel." 
Indian Affairs has been in co-
operation with what she is doing 
because, she says, it's something 
they've been wanting to do for a 
long time. She feels that Indian 
Affairs does a lot more for the 
Indians now. "Things have 
changed since I was on the 
reserve." 
Inafilmcalled "Fred Quilt" to 
be shown in the future some 
time, she will appear as an ob-
server to a court case where a 
drunken Indian has been killed 
by the police. She also has a 
small part in a radio show called 
'The Last Portage,' where she 
will speak her native tongue. 
The highlights of her life will 
be seen in a documentary film, 
yet to be named, which started in 
1975 and will end when she 
receives her award in Ottawa. 
As for the future, Dorothy is a 
woman of invincible energy. "As 
long as I'm able to stand on my 
feet, I'll continue dancing and 
promoting the Indian culture. It's 
the only thing I really feel part 
of." 
• 
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mus;ie 
Trooper knocks 'em dead 
by Mariamle McKave 
and Lori Latka 
It was a good feeling to hear 
some home-grown music when 
Trooper finally came back to the 
Zodiac Cabaret last week. 
Sitting there with good friends 
ud good drinks, we watched the 
bud play with what seemed like 
incredible ease. They were 
having a good time too. 
But this was after. Earlier that 
day we had ·sat through the 
rehearsal, the time-consuming 
art of practice. And somehow it 
all seemed to come together. 
These people are professional 
musicians. 
· The bud had showed up for 
rehearsal one by one. BriM 
Smith, lead guitarist, ud Frank 
Ludwig, on keyboard, sauntered 
in, ud started setting up the 
equipment. 
Shortly after, Ra MacGuire, 
lead singer, Donny Underhill, 
bass player, ud Tommy Stewart, 
the drummer, came in. 
They looked us over and 
smirked. 
"So you're with the paper," 
Ra McGuire sat down, ud put 
his fur-trimmed boots up on the 
table. 
"We're all gay," shouted Un-
derhill from behind a pile of 
instruments. 
But it didn't take long before 
we realized that these five people 
were reaDy dedicated musicians. 
"We're aU from Vucouver, 
except for Donny, he's from 
Toronto," explained McGuire. 
"We've all been involved with 
bands since we were young 
teens, and we've been together 
as this group for four years 
now." 
During this time, the group 
has done a lot of travelling. 
"We've been everywhere 
throughout North America. Even 
Kalamazoo." Kalamazoo? 
Yeah, that's the city that muu-
factures Gibson guitars," Mc-
Guire added. 
"We went to the Maritimes to 
do a tour once, wondering just 
how well-known we were there. It 
was like 'Troopermuia'. Three 
June. 
"With our first album 'Troo-
per', we played the way we 
thought we were supposed to. 
The second album, 'Two for the 
Show' was a big step, ud we 
played song~ for that one the way 
"The title 'Two for the Show' 
was originally just the title we 
chose for the album, but later I 
decided to write a song using it," 
explained McGuire. "The song 
has no special meaning. Most of 
it was written kind of subcon-
embarrassing way to categorize 
talent." 
"It costs us about $2,000 to 
$3,000 for a show before we even 
gf!t on stage. If they really wut 
to help, they could do something 
like fund money to help new 
buds start out. The Canadiu 
artist has to learn to suffer with a 
lot of travelling ud the cost turns 
a lot of them off." 
They also feel that 'there is a lot 
to becoming professional. 
"People getting into music 
professionally have to know what 
they're doing," said Ludwig, "It 
isn't good enough to just be able 
to copy other performers. You've 
got to be conscious of the 
basics." 
"The upcoming performer is a 
result of hard work. The thing is 
to keep trying, ud go at it as 
hard as you cu," McGuire 
added. 
Mter at least ten repititions of 
a new ' song, ('Give ud Take', 
which we soon knew by heart) the 
bud ordered coffee, ud we 
found out a lot about the group as 
personal individuals. 
. Local bud Trooper who appeared at New West's Zodiac Cabaret 
"Being as how they're the only 
single guys in the ·bud, Tommy 
ud Donny like to party ud have 
a good time," McGuire re-
marked. "Me, I spend a lot of 
time at home." 
McGuire ends up devoting 
most of his spare time to music. 
even came up and tackled 
ons~." 
The group played to a sellout 
audieore in the Gardens with 
Prism, last December. 
"It was so much fun," Mc-
Guire recalled. "It was so nice to 
play Vancouver when we knew 
what to do. last time we played 
with Three Dog Night. We'd just 
gotten back from Detroit, and the 
whole act was loose. But this 
time, we had it down pat. We 
knew exactly what to do, and 
everything went terrific." 
To date, Trooper has released 
three albums, and a fourth is 
expected to be completed by 
.. 
we felt, and way we wuted 
to." 
"We tried a lot of things wiili 
our last album, 'Knock-em Dead 
Kid.' It was u even bigger step. 
It wasn't too commercial at all. 
The album encouraged us to be 
open about our music styles. I 
think we learned a lot from it." 
The bulk of the lyrics is written 
by McGuire, who sometimes 
uses personal experiences as 
inspirations. A ~end boat trip 
of theirs was the setting that 
sparked the idea for the song 
'Suta Maria.' 
Their song called 'Two for the 
Show' developed differently. 
Otherthan Review 
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sciously, corruptness 
show business. I just left a lot of 
mystery in it, because I think 
that's a part of show business. 
'Mystery is the key to art'. I just 
read that today in the Rolling 
Stone. Dylu said it." 
Artistically, the bud has a 
strong sense of direction. 
"Buds are kind of divided into 
two groups. One tries to impress 
you with how much technical 
knowledge they have, ud the 
other is just your basic, honest 
rock n' roll bud. We would like 
to hit the middle, between tech-
nical achievement ud honest 
,sound. Cause after all, music is a 
basically simple thing, a form of 
communication - communicating 
honest feeling." 
"Every group has their OWn 
style, and I think we've found 
ours," McGuire went on to say. , 
"If I'm not playing, I'm 
usually doing something to do 
with music, like writing, reading 
books about musk· •Jll:>:;' keeping 
constutly inspired. I think when 
I retire I'll keep writing. Maybe a 
novel. What a way to retire. Just 
sit in my ba9tyard and write 
something totally off the wall, 
you know, like Monty Python, or 
something." 
" I've got the 
only blotter 
collection 
in the world'' 
"What we're looking for is the ------------1 
same sound everytime·, but with 
a totally different arrangement 
each time. So as soon as you hear 
us, you know its Tn'.oper. We 
don't wut to bog ourselves down 
with one style. Like the Beatles, 
each album was totally different, 
but you always knew it was 
them." . 
"Anyways, the feeling's got to 
be there. Take MickJagger.lf he 
could take singing lessons right 
now, it would ruin him. It's got to 
come from the gut, right from the 
heart to the mouth." 
The ·group sees the difficulties 
of trying to become a successful 
musiciu in Canada. 
"Being Canadiu does have its 
problems," said Ludwig. "there 
are not muy major centres to 
play in Canada. In the States, you 
cu travel to, say, the east coast, 
ud play maybe 15 major cities 
close together. Here, you have to 
continuously go across the coon-
tty from city to city." 
"I don't like the distinction," 
remarked McGuire. "The CTRC, 
a Canadian talent promotion 
orguization now demuds that a 
certain per cent of all radio 
content be Canadian. That/uts 
us down, because it's as · we 
have to put out something, 
uything, to make up the per-
centage ud it's a kind of 
Ludwig has a selection of 
rather different hobbies. 
"I think I've got the only 
blotter collection ·in the world, 
ud I also raise zebra finches." 
Zebra finches? "Yeach, they're 
nesting right now. That's bad, 
because they're not supposed to 
be nesting this time of year." 
What is he going to do about 
it? 
"Let 'em nest." 
Ludwig studied at U.B.C. and 
obtained his degree in music, 
ud while there also developed 
u interest in electronic music. 
At the end of the rehearsal, 
McGuire seemed to sum up his 
feelings about music. 
"It's great. Music and art are 
the only places you cu do 
something against the status 
quo without going to jail." 
"I get such a kick running out 
on stage. It must be like heroin! 
you feel like all those people are 
inside you." 
Trooper will always be a rock 
n' roll band with their own 
distinction. Their quality of mu-
sic has so far been unique to the 
music industty, and their talent 
is still going strong. Let's hope 
that they're here not only for a 
good time but for a long time as 
well. 
Jan. 24, 1978 
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Sexual perversity 
in Vancouver 
by Gord lsfeld 
Sexual Perversity in Chicago 
contains within its storyline a 
greater universal theme than the 
regional tide might at first indi-
cate. And though this play may 
touch individuals in different 
ways, depending on their sexual 
genre and sexual experience, one 
thing remains certain - it will 
make you laugh. And laugh for 
reasons you might think sacred to 
less populated quarters. • 
From the moment you enter 
City Stage you are confronted 
with Doug Welch's sparse, yet 
effective set design containing 
only life's little necessities - a 
table, a TV, a place of work, a bar 
and of course, a Oed. You are 
prepared for a taste of society's 
"bare" emotions, but what you 
get is "hidden" emotions, with 
actual sexual contact only im-
plied. 
Playwright David Mamet, 
winner of the 1976 Obie Award 
for best new American play-
wright, in this effort brings to 
Vancouver a glimpse of itself, a 
glimpse no different from any 
other major city where "action" 
is to be found. 
The action, in this case, cen-
ters on the Bar-drinking, bed-
hopping disco scene where real 
emotions are replaced by esca-
pist jargon and routined exis-
tance. 
But the uniqueness of this play 
is that the shallow world which it 
seeks to satirize is a familiar one 
to many of us in our own personal 
lives - in fact too familiar. The 
"Familiar 
Ill 
our 
personal 
. " times 
opening bar scene, where 'night 
before' sexual exploitations are 
told in as predictable a patter as 
the lives the male characters 
(Danny and Bernard) themselves 
live, is well known to more males 
than would like to admit it. The 
same can be said of the last scene 
on the beach where the same two 
self-proclaimed 'studs' make the 
beach scene inconspicuously at· 
tired· in their suits and shades to 
hand down their judgement of 
physical appearance for every 
female blessed by their presence. 
Again a pastime · practiced by 
most men who have had sand in 
their toenails. 
The familiarity of the lines in 
the play can only produce laugh-
ter to those who are usually too 
close to the 'action' to see them· 
selves in perspective. To others it 
is a chance to freely laugh at 
characters who they know only 
too well in real life. 
The women in this play are 
stereotyped much the same as 
the men; Deborah, the 'free 
spirit' experiencing life as it, and 
her lovers, 'come' (a term over· 
used and literally examined); and 
Joan, the man-hating, forever 
bitching school teacher who has 
trouble handling the simple se-
xual expression (such as when 
she catches two of her young 
students 'playing with them-
selves'). 
In each case, the sexuality of 
the person in question - as is 
everyone's these days (right?), 
with the most obvious being that 
of Joan as she fights to stay clear 
of her roommate's male friends 
while fighting just as hard to hold 
onto her roommate. Danny, the 
ultimate male chauvinist macho, 
Alisa Kort and Jon Bryaen in "Sexual perversity in Chicago" 
Photo' bv Glen E. Erikson. 
shows why he is that way when 
his childhood encounter with a 
'dirty old man', and his resulting 
defensiveness, is revealed. 
Aside from these underlying 
tones and the sometimes crude 
(but natural) language, director 
Ray Michael moves the play 
through another level of quick 
dialogue and scene changes 
which provides for high energy 
humor. 
Michael Fawkes, a regular 
pedormer on BBC radio and TV, 
and last seen at City Stage in 
Spokesong, seemed almost too at 
ease in the role of Dannv as set 
the pace for the other actors. 
Goldie Semple, last. seen in 
China and Canterbury Tales at 
City Stage, managed to hold back 
what appeared to be a cool 
smugness about her role--a 
smugness that actually served to 
enhance her as Joan. 
John Bryden (a former student 
at Studio 58) and Alisa Kort 
(formerly of the University of 
Victoria) in somewhat lesser 
roles as 'boy meet girl, girl 
leaves boy' relationship proved 
capable enough, though unsure 
in a number of scenes. 
CE3K *- strange but true ? 
by Bill Cartier 
I recently had a close encoun-
ter with what is undoubtedly the 
most overrated movie of the year. 
The Phillips production of Steven 
Spielberg's "Oose Encounters of 
the Third Kind" is a marvel of 
special effects and technical a-
chievement, but the plot is as 
exciting as stale popcorn. This 
Columbia!EMI . presentation 
stars Richard Dreyfuss, Francoi~ 
Truffault, Terri Garr, and Me-
linda Dillon. 
The story begins when Roy 
Neary (Richard Dreyfuss), a po-
wer-line repairman, sights a UFO 
near his Muncie, Indiana home. 
The result of the . encounter is 
that Neary becomes obsessed 
with a need to understand what 
he has witnessed. Soon after 
Neary's encounter Jillian Guiler 
(Melinda Dillon) has a second 
encounter in which her son is 
kidnapped by a UFO. 
The remainder of the movie is 
devoted to Neary's attempts to 
solve the mystery and Jillian 
Guiler's search for her son. The 
twist in the plot comes when they 
run afoul of a coverup of a 
government attempt to contact 
. the aliens. The climax of the 
movie, when the aliens reveal 
themselves, is both exciting and 
disappointing. The saving grace 
of this movie has to be the special 
effects, which, while not on the 
level of Star Wars, are certainly 
effective and highly believable. 
In order to maintain the air of 
authenticity which make!> this 
film so believable, the producers 
rejected the traditional alien 
' space ship forms (Star Trek, Star 
Wars) and instead designed the 
L. 
craft (except the mother ship) 
from reported UFO sightings. 
The craft are very fast, extremely 
erratic, and are aglow with 
coloured lights. The actual 
shapes behind the lights are hard 
to distinguish, but the overall 
effect is good. 
The most interesting, albeit 
overdone, idea presented in the 
movie was the aliens use of 
telekinesis. The scene in which 
J illian Guilers' son is kidnapped 
is one of the most intense and 
horrifying in recent movie his-
tory. Telekinesis is also used in 
Roy Neary's initial contact with a 
UFO, although in that scene it 
was more humorous than male-
volent (or so the audience 
thought.) 
The visual effects coordinator 
was Douglas Trumball of "2001" 
fame. The visual effects for Close 
Encounters were, in Trumballs' 
words, "an extension" of "2001; 
a Space Odyssey". The camera 
work and editing throughout this 
movie were nothing less than 
superb. The director of cinema-
tography was Vilmos Zsigmond, 
who also did The Long Goodbye, 
McCabe and Mrs. Miller, and 
Deliverance. 
The man responsible for the 
soundtrack of Oose Encounters 
was Academy Award winner 
John Williams, who has scored 
the music for Star Wars, Jaws, 
and Fiddler on the Roof. The 
music, in conjunction with the 
visual effects, was very effective, 
although it wouldn't really be 
worth,.,h;t.. to buy the soundtrack 
when Jt ,_ __ eased on an L.P. 
The main form of communica-
tion used by the aliens was a five 
tone combination af musical 
notes, which they r.Jso projected 
in the form of flashing coloured 
lights. In the fmal encounter this 
combination of lights and sound 
used by the aliens and govern-
ment scientists is amusing and at 
the same time arresting. It is 
unfortunate that the theatre's 
sound system was unable to 
handle the power .needed by this 
soundtrack. (It didn't even seem 
to be in stereo). 
What could have been one of 
the most memorable endings in 
recent movies was marred by 
Spieberg's insistence that the 
aliens had to be a reasonable 
facsimile of human beings. 
(Right down to a nauseating Paul 
Lynde smile). It is a tribute to our 
gargantuan egos that people on 
other planets have to look just 
like us. Well, like I said; the plot 
could best be described as ab-
surd,- but the cinematography 
and special effects • you had to be 
there. 
• 
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Crystal Mountain ski trip 
by Pat Worthington 
The Douglas College ski trip to 
Crystal Mountain, jM. 2-6, went 
very well this year as the skiers 
experienced almost perfect snow 
conditions. 
Ken March, the Douglas Col-
lege ski club social director 
(retired), thought the ski trip was 
very poorly planned. He was 
quoted as saying, "Most of the 
club members came to me rather 
than go to the chief executive. 
The first two days were the shits, 
it wasn't until Thursday that 
things begM to pick up. All the 
so called parties were duds." 
In one sense the ski trip was a 
failure, as none of the records of 
last year were broken. Last year a 
record 100 gallons of beer were 
consumed in a 24 hour period, 
this year the maximum was 3 5 
gallons. 
hours spent in a washroom being 
sick, 1976 - 6 hours, 1977 - 20 
minutes, most broken witidows, 
1976- five, 1977- none, Md last 
but not least, highest number of 
skinny dij>pers in the pool, 1976-
seven, 1977- none. 
Perhaps the most unusual 
event of the trip occurred when 
Roger DeSonge, a well known 
rugby player, attempted to leap 
from a second floor railing onto 
M eight foot snowmM. Missed 
by that much. Fortunately, the 
snowmM escaped serious injury, 
receiving only a slight abrasion 
from Roger's desperately clut-
ching fmgers. 
Crystal is a very large ski 
resort. The ski areas encompass 
three sub peaks, one of which is 
7,000 feet high. There are 29 
different runs, rMging from the 
easier runs such as "Quick-
silver" , to more difficult runs like 
"Mr. MaGoo", to even more 
point of the resort - ski shops, a 
grocery store, a restaurMt on top 
Of Summit House (6600 feet), the 
cabins where the skiers stayed, 
Md most importMt1 two bars. 
Unfortunately, due to uncivi-
lized U.S. liquor laws that set the 
minimum drinking age at a 
totally barbaric 21 years ofage, a 
hall had to be rented where the 
kegs of beer could be consumed. 
So ski club bar nights were held 
in a church. 
The second bar night which 
was held Thursday night was 
highlighted by the presentation 
of very gross skits by each cabin. 
The most outstMding skit Md 
the one that received the greatest 
acclaim was, coincidentally, from 
my cabin and was entided "How 
to Masturbate a Dinosaur." The 
climax occurred when a group of 
volunteers were drenched by 
spray from exploding beer cans. 
At the completion of the act most 
of the performers dashed out of 
the church and struggled in deep ~ 
snow in an effo_rt to escape their 
angry pursuers. 
Although the dinosaur skit was 
the obvious winner, another skit 
won the prize of two cartons of 
beer through some obviously 
biased judging. The winning skit 
consisted of a tight rope act by a 
drunk, a very bad joke by an 
unknown and untalentel "t..'tle-
dian, and an outstMding. •., .. _ 
mance by a male stripper ::.hat 
completely stole the show. None 
of the other skits are worth 
·hlentioning. 
. 
The ski trip was scheduled to 
end Friday at six o'clock, but 
whe11 a rock slide covered the 
road early Friday morning it was 
feared the buses would be unable 
to make it to the resort. 
::>arne students were concerned 
that they would be unable to 
register on Monday; some were-
not so concerned; others were 
deliriously happy. Luckily the 
rock slide was cleared and the 
buses arrived on time. One of the 
buses was designated the noisy 
or "Happy" bus while the other 
was called the dead or quiet bus. 
On the noisy bus a book of 
extremely filthy rugby songs 
were sung, accompanied by the 
sound of beer cans being opened 
as the skiers fCMtically guzzled 
beer in a mad effort to consume 
all the liquor before they reached 
the border. 
So in all, considering all the 
different aspects of the ski trip, it 
is safe to say the honor and 
'integrity of the ski club was 
upheld. 
£,-
The ·Douglas College skiers 
were outraged to 'learn that their 
CMadian dollars were worth 13 
per cent less than the American 
dollars. Actually, they weren't 
too concerned until they realized 
that they would have to pay the 
equivalent of 11 beers to buy 10. 
difficult runs such as the "Ex-
terminator", the third steepest 
run in North AmerU;a. 
The ski club failed even more 
miserably to break other existing 
records. Examples are: most 
beer consumed, 1976 - 224 
~allons. 1977 - 125 gallons, most 
The resort has mMY extra 
features: the Chalet - the focal 
A riot was narrowly avoided Men's doubles winners in badminton . Cham Grewall 
and Brad Pape. 
when this was discovered. 
Single male drivers 
1. You must have owned a vehicle, or been a 2_rincipal 
operator of a vehicle in Rate 
Oass 04, 14 or 504 during the 
insw'ance year. 
" You must not have aa::umu-
~ lated 100re than 5 Penalty 
Points between January 1, 1971 
and September 30, 1971. 
4. You must not owe the Insurance Corporation 
any money. ,. 
Your vehicle: 
L Must be free of claims from January 1, 1971 to Septem-
ber 30, 1971 for which any 
payment has been made for 
You may have earned the collision, property damage or 
equivalent of 25% off your 1971 bodily injury (excluding no-fault 
Autoplan premium aa:::ident benefits). 
To be eligible: 2. Must not be part of a 
L You must have been a single fleet. male Wlder 25 years of age " Must not be used for 
at any tiiOO during the 1971 ~ delivery purposes unless it 
insw'ance year -March 1, 1971 to is owned and operated by a 
February 28, 1978. single male under the age of 25. 
Last year about 55,())) 
drivers earned almost $6 million 
in safe driving incentive grants. 
H you qualify on all points, 
you must submit a completed 
application form before April1, 
1978. Fonns have been mailed-
if you did not receive one, pick 
one up at any M>tor Vehicle 
Branch office and mail it, 
before April1, 1978 to: 
Insurance Corporation of B.C. 
Box5050 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B4T4 
In most cases Autoplan premiwns are lower in B.C. than in other provinces. 
Here's an example for your region. Public Liability and Property Damage $200,000. 
Collision $100 deductible. Comprehensive $50 deductible. 
Driv~r Automobile-1968 Pontiac Grand Parisienne 
Under 25 Single Male. Vancouver Calgary Toronto Montreal Halifax 
No restrictions on B.C. Alta. Ont. P.Q. N.S. 
vehicle use. 
1. Two years accident free $544 $614 $641 $825 $643 
in B.C. 1bree years 
elsewhere 
2. Not accident free $967 $1,064 $1,114 $1,436 $1,114 
Automobile-1974 Chevrolet Malibu Classic 
1. Two years accident free 
in B.C. 1bree years 
$594 $716 $130 $962 $161 
elsewhere 
2. Not accident free $1,056 $1,237 $1,267 $1,671 $1,325 
Comp&ratiw rates are from the 1977 Insurers AdV1801'Y Orgamzation cd Canada manual. 
... Where the Driver Sets the Rates DINSURANCE Of BRITISH COll.MBIA 
Congratulations and keep up the safe driving. 
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Winning streak intact 
by Brian ]ones 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE 4 
VANCOUVER CllY COLLEGE 2 
Douglas College Totems fumly 
established themselves atop the 
' Fraser Valley College Hockey 
League with a 4-2 victory over 
Vucouver City College last 
Thursday night. 
The Douglas College team was 
· paced by a two goal performance 
by Blake Murray, who put them 
ahead early in the first period 
with his 14th goal of the season. 
Although Douglas College held 
the lead throughout the game the 
outcome was far from certain. DC 
led 2-1 at the end of the first 
period, and 3-2 at the close of the 
second. 
The action was fast paced with 
the whole DC team giving a 
strong performance against a 
vee team which in two previous 
matches had tied the DC team 
each time. 
fortunately, the two goal cushion 
was not to last long as vee 
quickly came back by taking the 
puck from the face-off ud 
moving into the DC end ud 
rifling a 30 foot wrist shot past 
Colin Berkbeck. 
The goal did not, however, 
take the spirit out of the fiery DC 
team which came back early in 
the second period with u excel-
lent heads-up play which had 
Dion slip the puck from the left 
wing through a defenceman' s 
legs to Murray in front of the net 
who coolly fired a low shot into 
the net for his second goal of the 
evening. 
Midway through the second 
period Dion left the game with a 
split chin requiring a couple of 
stitches, but not until he ma-
naged to pick up a goal ud 2 
assists. 
DC changed goaltenders mid-
way through the game-splitting 
the game time equally_-ud it 
wasn't a defenceman to be 
found, giving a vee player the 
chuce to slip the puck home. 
The third period started with 
good scoring opportunities by 
both teams. It Was not until the 
last minutes of the game that DC 
muaged to relieve the tension 
with Jim Dempsey's goal who 
also had 2 assists. 
vee, however, didn't give up 
ud pulled their goaltender near 
the end in a vain attempt to score 
a pair of goals. Futile but exciting 
as DC players scrambled for u 
easy point. 
The game was both fast and 
exciting to the final minute. And 
for those who like their hockey · . 
with some hitting, the DC team 
seems to be able to provide that 
as well. The only low point of the 
game was the poor spectator . 
attenduce, with less thu fifty 
people turning out. The team is a 
winner ud deserves more sup-
port. 
Be there! 
Douglas College pulled ahead 
2-0 in the first period with a goal 
by Harold Dion that came from 
him alertly picking up a rebound 
off the rear boards ud tucking it 
behind the VCC goaltender. Un-
only goes to follow that they split 
the goals against as well. vee 
with the main advutage, took a 
shot from the point which Cla-
rence Arychuck blocked with u 
outstretched leg but he could not 
control the rebound ud there 
Next game is Thursday at 
8p.m., Queens Park arena, a-
gainst Trinity Western the se-
cond place team. r-A;;h,~~~~~~~~T,;~~~~~~~~~:-1 
See you there. out. Second period action in . 
Sports overview 
The men's basketball teams 
had a hectic schedule last week, 
playing no fewer thu five games 
over a seven day period. On 
Saturday, Juuary 14th, the team 
went down 85-65 to Malaspina 
College in a scrappy game. 
On Monday, Ju. 16th, the 
team lost 70-58 to a powerful, 
well-drilled Old Puget Sound 
College team. Not to be denied, 
however, Douglas College came 
back with three straight wins in 
the_ next few days. 
On Tuesday they played u 
excellent, controlled game to 
defeat Sheldon Jackson College 
91-88. On thursday they defeated 
Reed College from Portland 85-
75 and on Friday beat BOT 
51-41. 
The college women's basket-
ball team meuwhile opened 
their league schedule with u 
easy 65-35 victory over Capilano 
College. Carol Homewood scored 
18 points for D.C. Risa Huddock 
ud Marina Huuse were tough 
on defence ud also contnbuted 
18 points between them. 
VOLLEYBALL 
The Douglas College men's 
ud women's volleyball teams 
opened their league schedules on 
a strong note by winning their 
first two matches. 
On Tuesday, Ju. 17th, the 
women's team defeated Capilano 
in three straight games, while 
the men's team beat their oppo-
nents from Capilano three games 
to one. 
On Sunday, Ju. 22nd, · the 
women's team had to come back 
from a two game ~eficit ud win 
the next three games to defeat 
BaT. The men's team showed 
considerable class in winning the 
first game, then unaccountably 
fell to BOT in the second, before 
settling down again to win the 
third and fourth games • 
RUGBY 
The Douglas College rugby 
teams opened the spring sche-
dule last Saturday with two 
exhibition matches against the 
powerful Ex-Brittania rugby 
club. The first team went down 
15-0, while the second team tied 
30-30. 
Regular league play resumes 
this Saturday with three matches 
against Pocomo Rugby Qub, at 
Queens Park. The third team 
kicks off at 11:30 a.m., followed 
by the seconds at I p.m. ud the 
firsts at 2:30 p.m. 
Practices are still Mondays ud 
Wednesdays at Queens Park at 
6:30 p.m. ud newcomers are 
welcome. 
BADMINTON 
Douglas College topped the 
other Totem Conference Colleges 
in intercollege badminton invita-
. - ------- -- --------------- --------------------------
tional competition at Malaspina 
College's new air bubble gym in 
Nanaimo Saturday. Winners in-
eluded Cham Grewall ud Brad 
Pape, (men's doubles), Terry 
Brown ud Marion Boots (mixed 
doubles), and Buryl Palmer (wo-
men's 
FIRST HALF STANDINGS 
GP w L T 
Douglas Totems 8 5 0 3 
Trinity Western 6 2 3 
Vucouver City 
College 
7 3 3 
Columbia Bible 7 
Institute 
2 4 
GF GA PTS 
35 24 13 
24 ~3 5 
18 25 5 
24 30 5 
TEAM SCORING 
GP · G A PTS 
Blake Murray 14 15 19 34 
Harold Dion 16 II 13 24 
Kirk Saretsky -15 8 12 20 
Lloyd Douglas 15 8 12 19 
Jack Raffle 13 3 16 19 
Du Riel> .:rdson II 10 8 18 
Jim Demps_ey 12 8 13 21 
Rick Christensen 15 7 II 17 
Paul Dean 14 5 10 15 
Kirk Peters 16 6 7 13 
-Glen Moffat 14 5 8 13 
. Dave Johnson 16 2 8 ro. 
.. 
Ross Hillman 14 9 10~· 
; 
. L 
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CANADIAN 
UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 
Canadian University Press is looking for a national President for 
the 1978-79 term, starting April 1, 1978. CUP, with its main office 
in Ottawa, is a co-operative of sixty student newspapers whose 
main interest is news and information exchange for the benefit of 
the newspapers and students. 
Vancouver Art Gallery pre-
sents a major exhibition of Gott-
lieb Pictographs starting January 
and running to February 12. 
Adolph Gotdief is one of the most 
important abstract expressionist 
painters in the history of Ameri-
can art. 
The North South Fraser region 
of the Communist Party of Cana-
da presents "Freedom in the 
Socialist World" with Fred Wil-
son, journalist from the Pacific 
Tribune, · in room 308d at New 
Westminster campus. 
Subjects for Psychology ex-
. periments are needed. Please 
contact Wayne in the psychology 
lab. room 301 in New West-
minster. 
Starting January 23, Douglas 
College will be offering a 7 week 
course on "death and dying". 
The course will run on Monday at 
7:30 on the New Westminster 
campus and deal with all aspects 
of mortality including how to get 
there and what to do once you 
have arrived so as not to get 
bored. The course will be taught 
by Dennis Boyd, who has been 
de~d f~r three years, and con-
The President is responsible for 
liaison with other organizations; 
with the national advertising co-
operative based in Toronto; with 
national staff, regional executive 
and newspapers in CUP; and for in-
ternal communications. The 
President assists field staff and 
regional executive with student 
union relations and emergency 
newspaper situatic;ms. assists in 
planning the national conference. 
and works on the weekly news ser-
vice and features service produced 
from the national otfice of CUP. 
The President should be tamiliar 
with CUP's tinancial workings. The 
President must be tree to travel ex-
tensively, but be based in Ottawa. 
Ontario. The applicant must have a 
working knowledge of Canadian 
University Press and student 
newspapers. Bilingualism is an 
asset 
The position of President runs for 
56 weeks, starting April I, 1978. 
The salary is $180 per week, with 
cost of living increases quarterly 
and a full medical and dental plan. 
Deadline for applications is 
February 10, 1978. Interviews will 
be held in February at the spring 
regional conferences of Canadian 
University Press in Sackville, NB; 
MontreaL Quebec; Toronto. Ont; 
and Edmonton, Alta. 
REPORTERS 
..•. ,. 
Address all applications and 
enquiries to: 
Susan Johnson 
Consulting Committee 
Canadian University Press 
211-227 Laurie r Ave West 
Ottawa, Ontario 
1 -61 .~ -232-2881 
Telex : 053-3299. 
·-·· 
The Other Press needs 
reporters for 
Richmond and 
Coquitlam 
campuses 
If interested, 
call the Other Press at 
522-7917 
FREE SWIMMING 
~CANADA GAMES POOl 
JUST PRESENT YOUR STUDENT-CARD 
fwDNDAY 
PLEASUR!" 
SWIM 3-Spm 
PLEASURE 
SWIM 
6:30-
8:30pm 
TUESDAY 
EARLY 
BIRD 
7-8:30 
NOON 
SWIM 
11 :30-
l:OOpm 
PLEASURr 
SWIM 
8:30 
10:30pm 
WEOOESOAY 
NOON 
SWIM 
11:30-
1:00pm 
THURSDAY· 
EARLY 
BIRD 
7-8:30am 
NOON 
SWIM 
11:30-
1 :OOpm 
PLEASURE 
SWIM 
8:30 ' 
10:30pm 
FRIDAY 
NOON 
SWIM 
11:30-
1 :OOpm 
PLEASURE 
SWIM 
e :15-
10 :15pm 
SATURDAY 
PLEASURE 
SWIM 
1-4pm 
PLEASURE 
SWIM 
6:30-
8:30pm, 
SUNDAY 
PLEASURE 
SWIM 
1-3pm 
PLEASURE 
SWIM 
6-Spm 
ADULT 
SWIM 
8-lOpm 
---:----+---4-----t------J.------1 MIDNIGHT 1 
I 
I 
Sl4Hl 
n :3o - I 
1:302::. : 
---~--- - ··- '9 ·--- ·-~ 
______ ..:,_____ -
sidered to be highly qualified for 
the job. 
Richmond Dance 
Friday Jan. 27 live band "Hot 
Shot" full bar facilities $3 ticket 
at the Sea Island Forum all 
proceeds go to the Variety Oub 
Telethon. 
Dance Jan. 28,8 p.m.- I a.m., 
New West Arenex. Full bar 
facilities $2 single, $3.50 couple. 
Elections for student council 
reps Tues. Jan. 31 , Wed. Feb. I, 
Thur. Feb. 2 
...... ·· ··.···· ·· ·· · 
The university women's club 
presents "Road to Samarakand" 
a slide show of the glorious past 
and present of central Asia on 
February I, 2:30 p.m. at the New 
Westminster library auditorium. 
The slide show will be free. 
On February 2 the Director of 
nursing services at Royal Colum-
bian Hospital will be the guest 
speaker opening a series of 
information sessions on nursing. 
The Thursday evening course 
will run for four weeks from 7:30 
to 9 p.m. at the Education 
Centre, 260 Sherbrooke St., New 
Westminster. The four sessions 
will cost $10. The program is 
intended for former nurses and 
others interested in develop-
ments in the nursing profession 
in B.C. For registration informa-
tion, call Douglas College Ad-
missions at 588-6404. 
Sun. Feb. 5, 7:30p.m. Queen 
Elizabeth Theatre $3 at all ticket 
agencies. Arthur Dleamont's 
Kitsillmo Boys Band Alumni 
Golden Anniversary Review 
Show. 
Explorations Workshops pre-
sents Improvisation and Mask 
Theatre workshop with Keith 
Johnston. This is an intensive 
skill development workshop for · 
professional performing artists. 
Registration is limited and scho-
larships are available for quali-
fied participants. February 20-25 
1978, 10 a.m.- 5 p.m. daily. Fee 
J80/person. 
····· ······ ·············· 
Bill Cartier would like to 
announce his impending death, 
birth of his first son, and his third 
resignation from the Other Press. 
Every Monday night commen-
cing January 23 and running 
through to eternity The Other 
Press will be holding a party in 
their staff room from 7 p.m. until 
we are wasted. 
For those who are interested 
The Other Press will also give 
instruction in the lay out and 
production of a newspaper. 
All are welcome, we accept 
everyone in Canada. 
Lyricist needed to revamp Petula 
Clark's tune "Downtown". 
Please apply in person to the 
administration of Douglas Col-
lege. 
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.· : "ariety Club : Classified 
ads 
Classified ads and events are free 
to all students, faculty and staff 
of the college. For commercial 
ads contact Gord Isfeld during 
_regular office hours Mon. to Fri. 
Deadline for events and classi-
fied ads is 4 p.m. Thursday. 
Commercial ads should be sub-
mitted one week prior to pub-
lishing date. 
Ride from Haney to New West 
spring semester shared cost 5 
days a week 
Vic Cromarty 467-9477 
For sale 
large western saddle good con-
dition well built $225. phone 
581-6895 
71 Datsun 510 13,000 miles on 
rebuilt engine, rusty body but 
runs excellent $200 phone 
525-8528 
Th~ Other. ~cess needs type-
wrJters, fdmg cabinets and 
shelves accepting donations now. 
For Rent farm house bedroom 
shared facilities S75 a month 
male preferred 7271 Nelson Rd 
Richmond B.C. phone 278-1327 · 
1977 XS 500 B Yamaha 
metallic black, gold pinstripes, 
mags, bell star helmet, best offer 
phone Dan 2'71-2569 
For sale 
100 bales early June cut hay 
no rain - $1.50/bale 
530-4518 after 5 p.m. 
FOUND ARTICLES: 
1 ski jacket 
1 leather jacket 
1 gym strip 
contact student society 522-6038 
7i Dodge Colt $700 also wanted 
parts for '53 chevy picb.p phone 
437-1548 
1 volkswagon header $20 adapter 
plate for pre 65 jeep, fits any 
chevy smallblock $75 525-8528 or 
531-0126 
Speakers for sale 
one pair I.S.C. folded comer 
horns, walnut cabinetry. suitable 
for nightclub or theatres. phone 
Steve at 461-4967 after 6p.m. 
·Do•glas College 
. . 
Varsity Cltristlaa-
Pellowslllp 
This w-eek -
New West 
campus 
every 
wednesday 
l 4 p.m. Rm. '1 05 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
• B.C.:S ANNUAL SHOW OF HEARTS! • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
February . l l and 12, 1978 
Help Handicapped Children 
• LIVE FROM THE 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• QUEEN ELIZABETH THEATRE 
• ON THE FULL NETWORK STARTING • 
• 8:00P.M. FEB. 11th • 
MAlliE: ' .... ......... . ·- .... - ~ .... . 
.......... 
STIHT: ............................. . . .•...... APr. !«!... ........ ... ......•.•. 
CITY: ••••.•••.••.. PROV. • .• . .•. ...••• POST CODE ...• 
lR£PHONE NO . . . . . . . . . . .••• .•• • .•...•..••.••••.••.••.••••••••..•..........•. ... .... ••••••.• 
EHWI fARLY- A RST 200 TO RECEIVE A KOOW< T-SHIRT . . •. 
Circle the sae and sox of !00' COOice YS 1 
T-SHIRT SIZE: S . M, L. XL· MALE· FEMALE Con.t closes Apnl I , 1978 ~ 
• 
• 
• 
J 
SUBSCRIBE* 
. ··~· 
to 
THE OTHER PRESS 
The weekly student newspaper of Douglas College, 
serving the campuses and communities of New West-
minster, Surrey, Richmond, Coquitlam, Maple Ridge 
· and Larigley . Each i~sue inclu~es ·: local and national 
education news , college and community events , 
essays, features, profiles~ , arts and review, sports and 
classified ads. 
Write or· P-hone : 
The Other Press 
. Box 2503, Douglas College 
New Westminster, British Columbia, 
"522.-7917 
* All issues of The Other Press are free 
to the students, faculty and staff' on the campuses of Douglas College. 
Naiile ........................................................................ Telephone ..................... . 
Address ........................................................................................................ . 
.. ( ~dividual: $3/one_ semester LJ $5/two semesrers D Commercial: $7/two semesters U 
• 
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